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UNIT 1A

Speaking and writing

Focus on Geography 

There are lots of countries in the world. Countries are different. The people and cultures 
are also different. Cultures are ways of life. They have to do with eating, dressing, beliefs 
and jobs. They have to do with what is on TV and the radio. Governments, ways of talking 
and buildings are all parts of culture. So are things like music and painting. Each country 
has its own money, language and kinds of food. People create life and culture.
 Cultures change as people change. Transportation, trade and communication     join people 
and cultures. 

REMEMBER    peoples  =  people of different nationalities

Thinking it over
• What if the world never had any people...
• Would it rain and snow? Would the sun shine? 
• Would   there be cities and villages?

Words you may need in this unit

map      world      continent        ocean      sea       river    lake      stream
canal             coast            shore           bank           bay           island      peninsula desert 
      mountain  hill  valley       plain       forest          wood  landscape       
prairie        peak       variety        race        population       belief         government  
     transportation   communication trade  industrial  agricultural tropical        
arctic       total   to border on  to be bordered by   to be situated  to join   to create
           to be washed by         to immigrate         to search            to occupy 
                                    hemisphere       Equator        Pole  
           
Make a list of the words and word combinations you do not know and learn them
peninsula   _________________  _________________
___________________  ___________________  ___________________
_________________  _________________  _________________

Talking it over
1. How do countries differ?
2. What is a culture?
3. What things are parts of culture?
4. How do cultures change?
5. How are cultures joined today?
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Read the text. Remember what you can.

SOME FACTS ON THE USA GEOGRAPHY 
The USA is situated in the central part of the North American continent. Its western coast 

is washed by the Pacifi c Ocean. Its eastern coast is washed by the Atlantic Ocean.
The USA borders on Canada in the North and Mexico in the South. The area of the USA is 

over 9 million square kilometres. 
The population of the country is about 260 million people of different races and 

nationalities who immigrated to the United States hundreds of years ago in search of a better 
life. 

As the country occupies nearly half of the continent it has almost all types of climate. The 
landscape also has nearly all the varieties like high mountains and prairies, valleys and deserts, 
the areas of tropical heat and arctic cold. The USA has thousands of rivers and lakes.

The highest peak is Mount McKinley in Alaska. The longest river is Mississippi. The 
Great Lakes make up the largest group with the total area equal to that of Great Britain.

The USA is one of the greatest industrial and leading agricultural countries in the world. It 
produces about 25 % of world’s industrial products and agricultural goods.

The USA is a federal republic with 50 states. The capital city of the country is Washington 
situated in the District of Columbia. But it is not the largest city. Among the largest cities of 
the USA are New York, Los Angeles, Chicago, Philadelphia, Detroit and others.  

Check up

RIGHT or WRONG 
1. The USA is situated in the South American continent. 
2. The USA borders on Canada in the North and Mexico in the South. 
3. People of different races and nationalities live in the USA.
4. The climate of the USA is temperate and mild.
5. The landscape includes mountains and prairies, valleys and deserts.
6.  The highest peak Mount McKinley is in the District of Columbia.
7. The total area of Great Lakes is equal to that of Great Britain.
8. The capital of the USA is New York.

• Take turns. You ask a question based on a sentence of the text. Your classmate 
answers and then asks another classmate a question based on a different sentence. 
The exercise continues until all of the sentences of the text are used. 

• Work in pairs. Ask your friend as many questions as you can about your own 
country and write down all the answers. Compare your answer-list with the 
others’ in your class and choose the best describing your native land.

• Choose a country to talk about.
• Find as much information as you can to describe the country, its people and 

culture. 
• Your classmates will help you by asking you questions.
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A: What country do you want to speak about?
B: …………………
A: Where is it situated?
B: …………………
A: What oceans or seas is it bordered by? What countries border it?
B: …………………
A: What food, money and language does it have?
B: …………………

Look at the map of the world. 
1. Find the continents on the map. They are
2. Find the oceans on the map. They are
3. Find the largest seas on the map. They are
4. Find the oceans these seas belong to. Find the countries bordered by these seas.
5. Find the largest seas on the map. They are

REMEMBER 
    You use the defi nite article the with the names of: 

 oceans  the Pacifi c Ocean, the Atlantic Ocean
 seas   the Coral Sea, the Arabian Sea
 rivers  the Mississippi, the Thames, the Clyde

• Do you know the correct answer? Your knowledge in Geography will help you to 
fi nd correct answers.

1. Which is the largest ocean?
        a) the Atlantic        b) the Pacifi c       c) the Indian

2. Which is the longest river?
         a) the Nile              b) the Amazon    c) the Mississippi

3. Which is the longest canal?
 a) the Panama        b) the Corinth      c) the Suez

4. Which is the highest mountain?
 a) Ben Nevis         b) the Eiger          c) Everest

5.   Which is the largest desert?           
 a) the Gobi             b) the Sahara         c) the Kalahari

Do you know the difference?

ocean  /  sea  sea  /  lake   sea  /  lake
river /  canal  mountain  /  hill  forest  /  wood
city  /  town  capital city  /  city
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• Complete the sentences below using the correct word for each space. Your 
knowledge in language will help you to fi nd correct answers.

1. ocean  /  sea
 Both are large areas of water, but  a)____________ is bigger than  b)____________ .

2. sea  /  lake
 Both are areas of water, but a  a) _____________ has fresh water, and a 
 b) ________________ has salt water.

3. sea  /  lake
 Both carry water down from higher ground, but a  a) ____________ is smaller, 

narrower and has less water than a  b) ____________ .

4. river /  canal
 Both are channels of water between two banks, but a  a) ____________ is manmade, a 

b) _____________ is natural.

5. mountain  /  hill
 Both are high ground, but a  a) _____________ is not as high as a b)____________ .

6. forest  /  wood
 Both are areas of trees, but a  a) _____________ does not have so many trees as a 
 b) ____________.

7. city  /  town
 Both are collections of houses and buildings, but a  a) _____________ is larger than a  

b) _____________ .

8. capital city  /  city
 Both are usually large towns, but a  a) _____________ is the centre of government for 

the country and a  b) ______________ is not. 

• Complete the sentences using the words below.

 Pole Moon stars hemisphere Equator       Earth Sun planets

1. The __________ goes round the ____________ every 365 days.
2. Every month we can see new ____________ .
3. There are 9 ______________ in our solar system.
4. There are millions of _______________ in the galaxy.
5. On the ______________ the sun rises at 6 in the morning and sets at 6 in the evening.
6. At the North ____________ there are days when the sun never rises.
7. In the southern _____________ it is hotter in December than in August.

 Follow up
• Write a letter to your pen-friend describing your own country.
• Read your letters and discuss them in class.
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UNIT 1 B

Focus on reading

Study the words
to cure v  –  to make a person or animal healthy again.
  The doctor cured my brother.
ordinary adj  –  usual
  Her ordinary tone of voice is very soft.
responsible adj  –  having as a job or duty
  Tom is responsible for doing shopping.
wonder n  –  an unusual thing
  The pyramids in Egypt are one of the wonders of the world.
wonderful adj  –  very good
  The bicycle was a wonderful gift.

Pre-reading task
1.  Do you think the story is going to be funny? sad? happy?
2.  Here is the story about Princess Elizabeth. Do the stories about princesses always have 

happy ending?

THE THREE PRINCES
After Eric A. Kimmel

Once upon a time there lived a princess who was as wise as she was beautiful. Princess 
Elizabeth lived in a wonderful palace. On the plain where her palace was situated there were 
many fl owers. Beautiful birds sang in the trees and golden fi sh swam in the lakes near the 
palace.

Princes from all over the world came to ask for the princess’s hand, but the ones she liked 
best were Prince James, Prince Albert and Prince Charles. Prince James and Prince Albert 
were both rich but neither good-looking nor attractive. Prince Charles was tall, strong and 
handsome. His dark eyes melted the princess’s heart the fi rst time she saw him. But he was 
poor. His birthplace was a small land high in the mountains. But he was kind and just. His son 
took after him. No wonder the princess loved him with all her heart.

But when she told King George that she would marry Prince Charles her father was not 
happy. He wanted a rich and mighty husband for his daughter.

“Marry any prince you choose,” said King George, “but do not marry Prince Charles.” “In 
that case,” said Elizabeth, “let each prince ride out into the world, returning in a year’s time 
with the most wonderful thing he has found. I will marry the prince who will bring me the 
greatest wonder.”

The next morning Prince James, Prince Albert and Prince Charles rode out together. They 
traveled across highlands and lowlands, valley that lay between high mountains. At the end of 
the valley there grew the tallest tree they had ever seen. Three roads ran in three different 
directions. The princes thought it was a sign for them to part. 

“The time has come for us to go our own separate ways,” Prince James said. The rest 
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agreed and they parted with the words, “May we meet again.” Prince James took the road to 
the right, Prince Albert took the road to the left, and prince Charles went straight on.

After one year’s time they returned to the valley. They were glad to see each other and had 
many stories to tell of their adventures. “What great wonders did you fi nd on your travels?” 
Prince James asked Prince Albert. “I traveled across the Iron Mountains,” Prince Albert began 
his story, there I found a great wonder.” He opened his bag and took out something in the 
shape of a ball. “What is so wonderful about that?” Prince James asked. “It’s just an ordinary 
glass ball.” “This is so ordinary ball,” Prince Albert answered. “All that I have to do is look 
inside, and it will show me what is happening anywhere in the world. Is that not exciting?” 
Prince James and Prince Charles agreed that it was. Then Prince James showed what he had 
found. It was a carpet. An old pirate had given it to the prince. That was no ordinary carpet as 
it could take a person anywhere in the world in less time than it takes to tell about it. Prince 
Charles and Prince Albert agreed that a carpet like that was wonderful.

Prince Charles took out an orange out of his pocket and said it was not ordinary orange. “I 
traveled to a small university city. There I met an old professor who gave me the orange. If a 
person is ill this orange can cure him.” Prince James and Prince Albert both said that if it was 
true, then the orange was wonderful indeed. But they looked as if they didn’t really believe it.

Then Prince Charles said, “How is the princess? we have not seen her a year. I hope she is 
well.”

“We can fi nd out,” Prince Albert answered, “My glass ball will show us.” He took out his 
glass ball, and together they looked inside. They saw a terrible thing. The princess was lying 
on her bed, pale as death. The princess was dying. 

“My orange can cure her! I know it can!” Prince Charles cried. “But how can I get to the 
palace in time?”

“Quick! Onto my carpet!” cried Prince James. “It will take us there.”
In less time than it takes to tell about it, the carpet carried them to the princess’s palace. 

Prince Charles ran to the bed where the dying princess lay and divided the wonderful orange 
into four pieces. As soon as the fi rst piece passed her lips, her  colour returned. The second, 
and her eyes opened. The third, and she sat up in bed. By the time she fi nished the last piece 
she was cured.

“A miracle,” cried everybody.
“It is a miracle indeed,” said the princess. “These noble princes have given me life. I will 

marry the prince who was most responsible for saving me.”
“The princess means Prince Charles,” the doctors said. “For it was his orange that cured 

her.” “True,” King George said. “But the orange had to arrive in time to be of use. Prince 
James’s carpet is what really saved her.” “But neither the orange nor the carpet would have 
helped unless the princes knew the princess was dying,” the fi ne ladies and gentlemen cried. 
“What really saved her life was Prince Albert’s glass ball.”

Everybody looked at the princess. “Which one are you going to marry? which one truly 
saved your life?”

The princess smiled. “It is impossible to say. No prince alone could have saved me. I am 
grateful to them all. But I cannot marry them all. Therefore I will marry Prince Charles.
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Talking about the story.

Exercises

1. Answer the questions.

1.  Which of the princes did the princess like most of all?
2.  What did the princess ask the three princes to do?
3.  Where did they meet in a year’s time?
4.  Where did Prince Albert fi nd the glass ball?
5.  Where did Prince James fi nd the carpet?
6.  Where did Prince Charles get the orange?
7.  Who saved the princess’s life?

2.  Correct the wrong sentences.

1.  Princess Elizabeth wanted to marry Prince James.
2.  Prince Albert found the orange which saved the princess’s life.
3.  King George saved his daughter’s life.
4.  The glass showed that the princess was dancing in the palace.
5.  Nothing could help the princess as it was too late.

3.  Why? Complete the sentences.

1.  King George didn’t want Prince Charles as his daughter’s husband because ...
2.  The glass ball was no ordinary ball because ...
3.  The carpet was a real wonder because ...
4.  The orange was really wonderful because ...
5.  The princess decided to marry Prince Charles because ...

4.  What happened when?..

1.  When King George knew that his daughter wanted to marry Prince Charles ...
2.  When Prince James, Prince Albert and Prince Charles rode out together ...
3.  When the princes came to the valley ...
4.  When the princes saw that the princess was dying ...
5.  When the princess was healthy again ...

5.  Which words and expressions are suitable to describe the princess?

Wise, stupid, rich, poor, beautiful, ugly, young, selfi sh

6.  Agree or disagree.

1.  Elizabeth liked Prince Charles most of all.
2.  King George asked Elizabeth to marry Prince Charles.
3.  The three princes rode out together to look for wonders.
4.  The princess was grateful to all the princes.
5.  Princess Elizabeth decided to marry the prince she had chosen.

7.  Talking points

When a person is in love he is ready to give everything for the love of his beloved.
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8.  Which person

was tall, strong and healthy    King George
asked his daughter not to marry Prince Charles   Prince Albert
found not an ordinary glass ball    Prince James
found not an ordinary carpet    Prince Charles

Work on words

1. What’s the word for ...?

Excuse me, what’s the word for…?   It’s …
Sorry, I can’t remember the word for…  I think it’s…

having as a job or duty wonderful
usual to cure
to look at or speak about with pleasure ordinary
to make a person healthy again wonder
very good to admire
an unusual thing responsible

2.  Fill in the missing word in the correct form.

ordinary, wonderful, poor, responsible, to fall, statue, to see, to admire, to put, to cure

THE HAPPY PRINCE
High above the city stood the statue of the Happy Prince. He was covered with gold and 

for eyes he had two bright jewels. People ... him because he was so beautiful.
One night a little Swallow was fl ying over the city. When he saw the ... of the Happy 

Prince he decided to have a rest and sat down between his feet. Just as he was going to sleep a 
large drop of water ... on him. The little Swallow looked up and ... that the eyes of the Happy 
Prince were full of tears.

“Then why are you crying?” said the Swallow.
“Far away,” said the statue, “there is a poor house, I can see a little boy in bed. He is ill. I 

feel ... for the boy. Little Swallow, please, take the jewel out of my eye and give it to the poor 
boy’s mother to buy some food for the boy.

Soon the Swallow came to the ... house. The Swallow ... the Jewel on the table and fl ew 
away. In the morning the poor woman bought everything she needed for the boy and they were 
able to ... the boy. As you see it was not an ... statue. With one of the ... jewels in his eyes he 
was able to cure the boy.
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UNIT 1C

Revision

Comparison of Adjectives
1. a) –er or more

Examples:  tall – taller
   diffi cult – more diffi cult
b) –est or most
Examples:  tall – tallest
   diffi cult – more diffi cult

Mind: use ‘the’ with superlative adjectives.

Now write the comparative and the superlative of strong, pleasant, angry, quiet, heavy, 
wild, young, dreadful, beautiful, interesting, bright.

2.  Write sentences about Jim and Martin. Use than after the comparatives.

Examples:  Jim is older than Martin.
Jim Martin
I’m thirteen I’m twelve.
I’m not very tall. I’m very tall
I’m a good pupil. I’m not a good pupil.
I work very hard. I don’t work very hard.
I don’t dance very well. I dance very well.
I speak English very well. I don’t speak English very well
I’m not a quite person. I’m a quite person.

3. Change the sentences as in the example:

Examples:  I’m older than him. → He is younger than me.
1. I’m taller than her. →
2. She is stronger than me. →
3. He is heavier than her. →
4. They are shorter than us. →
5. American is more diffi cult than English. →
6. He is bigger than me. →
7. History is more interesting than Maths. →

4. a) What are A, B, C, D, E and F? Choose the correct vehicle.
նկարներ
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 b) Look at the table and complete these sentences.

Examples:  F has got the most wheels.
1. ... and  ... have got the fewest wheels.  5. E is the ... .
2. ... is the fastest.     6. E is ... expensive.
3. A is the ... .      7. ... is the cheapest.
4. ... is the lightest.

A B C D E F

Number of wheels 4 4 2 6 10 2

How many people 
does it carry? 1-2 4 1-2 72 100 1

Top speed 6 160 224 110 2160 25

Weight (kg) 15 695 236 900 175000 14

Price (pounds) 72 5000 1700 65000 ? 140

ship, plane, car, bus, lorry, tank, pram, train, motorbike, bicycle

5. Complete the sentences with an opposite adjective in the comparative or superlative forms.

Examples: Robert is the oldest in the family. No, he isn’t. he is the youngest.
1.  I’m the tallest in the class.
     No, you aren’t. You are –
2.  My test was worse than Mary’s. 
     No, It wasn’t. It was –
3.  The weather today is colder than yesterday.
     No. It isn’t. It is –
 4.  This is the easiest exercise in this book.
     No, It isn’t. It’s –
5.  She bought the cheapest dress.
 No, She didn’t. She bought –

6. Complete the sentences, using the correct form of the adjectives in brackets

1. The Nile is ( long) river in the world.
2. I do a lot of subject at school. My history class is ( interesting) of all.
3. February is ( short) month of the year.
4. Ben is sitting in ( comfortable) chair in the room.
5. I think good health is ( important) thing in life.
6. Asia is ( large) continent in the world.
7. Australia is ( small) continent in the world.

Remember the exceptions:
good- better – best                   little – less -least
many / much – more – most    bad – worse - worst
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UNIT 2A

Speaking and writing

Focus on travelling
Travelling is pleasant and useful. Millions of people all over the world travel either for 

pleasure or on business. Very often they spend their holidays travelling. They travel to see 
other countries and cities, to discover and enjoy new places, to meet different people, to try 
different food and to listen to different music.

Thinking it over
• Why do people travel?
• What do people learn while travelling?

People usually travel ... 
նկար նկար նկար նկար

by bicycle   by motorcycle   by car    by bus    

 

նկար նկար նկար

  by train  by plane  by boat

Words and word combinations you may need in this unit

purpose  means  a journey  a voyage  a cruise  a fl ight  luggage
 a suitcase  a departure  a departure box  a passenger  a captain
a carnival  a band  a parade  a robot  a bathing suit   to relax
 to balance  to be in control  to check the luggage  ordinary  tiring     

Make a list of the words and word combinations you do not know and learn them

a fl ight    _________________  _________________
___________________  ___________________  ___________________
_________________  _________________  _________________
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Read the text. Remember what you can.

MEANS OF TRAVELLING
There are different means of travelling, such as a bicycle, which is not expensive, or a 

motorcycle, which is quicker for travelling. But they both are tiring for long journeys. A motor-
car is more comfortable for long distances. You see the changing landscape and stop wherever 
you wish.

Very often tourist groups use buses to visit other cities and towns in their countries or to 
make a tour to another country. Buses for such purposes are very convenient. They have rather 
comfortable seats, video and even WC. Tea, coffee, different drinks and meals are served in 
such buses.

Ships cross seas and oceans from one continent to another and travelling by sea is very 
exciting. People travel by sea mostly for pleasure trips. A trip by sea is usually called a voyage 
or a cruise.

Planes carry passengers to different parts of the world. Travelling by air is quicker and 
more comfortable. You get to the place you need very quickly. Before boarding the plane, the 
passengers have their luggage registered. When the fl ight is announced they are invited to the 
plane, asked to take their seats and fasten the belts. Then the stewardess gives all the 
information about the fl ight and offers some drinks. When the weather is fi ne, one may see 
land below. During the fl ight some passengers read newspapers or magazines, others speak 
with their neighbours, or sleep.

But some people still prefer to travel by train. When you come to the railway station the 
train is usually at one of the platforms ready to leave. Some of the passengers are looking out 
of the windows others are hurrying to fi nd their seats. On another platform a train may come 
and you see passengers getting in or getting off it.

Check up

RIGHT or WRONG 

1. A bicycle and a motor cycle are very expensive means of travelling.  
2. A motor-car is the most convenient for very long distances.
3. Tourist groups use buses very often.
4. Modern buses are very convenient.
5. People travel by sea mostly for business trips.
6. Travelling by air is comfortable for those who wish to get somewhere very quickly.
7. The passengers have their luggage registered after boarding the plane.
8. There are some people who like to travel by train.

• Take turns. You ask a question based on a sentence of the text. Your classmate 
answers and then asks another classmate a question based on a different sentence. 
The exercise continues until all of the sentences of the text are used. 

Talking it over
• Are you fond of travelling? Why yes/why no?
• How do you like to travel? Why?
• Look at the pictures and write the number of each one next to the correct word.
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caravan .....
van .....
sports car .....
tanker .....
motorbike .....
yacht .....
coach .....
lorry .....
bus .....
ambulance .....
taxi .....
tram .....

նկարներ

Read the text. Remember what you can.
    

FLYING DOWN TO RIO
It is February. In New York the weather is terrible. It is cold and it is raining. But Maria, Max 

and Morris are in Rio de Janeiro, Brazil! In Rio the weather is wonderful. It is warm, and the sun 
is shining. The streets are full of people. Everybody is singing and dancing. It is Carnival! 

A band is playing. There is a parade of animals. An elephant is walking on two legs. A lion 
is wearing a bathing suit. A bear is balancing a chair on its nose. This is not an ordinary parade! 
This is the famous Rio carnival.

Check up

Answer the questions.

1.  What is the weather like in New York?
2.  Where are Maria, Max and Morris?
3.  What is the weather like in Rio?
4.  What do the streets in Rio look like?
5.  What parade is there in Rio?

• This is the map of Europe. Choose a country you wish to visit. Find out as much 
information about this country as you can. Tell your friends how and why you are going 
to travel to this country. Your classmates will ask you questions according to the model.

 
MODEL      

A:  What country do you want to visit?
B:  I want to visit …
A: How are you going to travel to …
B:  I am going to travel by …
A: Why …?
B:  I am going to travel by … because …
A: What do you know about the country?
B:      ……….
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Follow up
• Write a short story “A fl ight in the future”. Use the list of words to complete the 

story.
• Read it out and discuss it in class.

a captain      a robot    a robot-pilot   a computer  a fl ight   passengers 
   departure boxes      a comfortable trip   to take off       to be in control     
    to listen to music      to watch fi lms       to read magazines          to relax
         to check the luggage            to serve food    to serve drinks     
  

A fl ight in the future
The year is 2080. Planes are very big. They can take 1500 passengers. The plane is ready to 
take off. There is no pilot. Computers and robots do everything now. ........................................
.......................................................................................................................................................
.......................................................................................................................................................
.........................................................
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UNIT 2 B

Focus on reading

Study the words
to crown v  –  to make a person a king or queen at a special ceremony during which a  

 crown is put on his or her head
  Nearly all English kings and queens have been crowned in Westminster  

 Abbey.
miserable adj  –  very bad and uncomfortable
  She was very poor and lived in a miserable house.
residence n  –  a place where a person lives
  His residence is in the centre of the city.
to suffer v  –  to feel pain or sorrow
  She has suffered from a sore throat all week.

REMEMBER:  Like and alike mean not different.
   Like must be followed by a noun (or pronoun).
   Alike is never followed by a noun (or pronoun).
   What pretty girls. They are so like each other. And they speak very   

   much alike. Are they twins?

Pre-reading task.
1.  Have you read any novels by Mark Twain?
2.  Have you read any historical novels?
3.  Did you know that The Prince and the Pauper was Mark Twain’s fi rst historical novel?

THE KING IS CROWNED
Many of you know and love books by Mark Twain, the famous American writer. His 

novels “The Adventures of Tom Sawyer” (1875) and “The Adventures of Huckleberry Finn” 
(1884) are classical books for children and are still read and enjoyed all over the world. “The 
Prince and the Pauper” (1882) was Mark Twain’s fi rst historical novel. Many characters in the 
book are real people. In Mark Twain’s story Edward meets a poor boy, Tom Kenty. The boys 
look like twins, so when they exchange their clothes Prince Edward is thrown out of the palace 
and Tom stays in the king’s residence. Soon King Henry dies and poor Tom prepares to become 
king of the country. though he doesn’t like this idea at all. At the same time Prince Edward 
travels about the country, suffers from cold and hunger and thinks about going back to London. 
When he hears about his father’s death he knows that his time has come. He and his friend 
Miles Hendon reach London on the day when the new King is going to be crowned.

Miles and Edward came to the gate of Westminster Palace, where the procession was to 
start. All the great lords and ladies of the country were gathering together in Westminster 
Abbey – the church in which all the monarchs of England are crowned. The ceremony was 
going to begin in a few minutes.

In the Palace of Westminster Tom was ready to put on his fi ne clothes in which he would 
go to Westminster Abbey to be crowned. With him were Lord Hertford and Lord Somerset and 
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other rulers of the land. There was a noise at the gates, shouting and sounds of fi ghting.
Sir Humphrey turned to one of his men: ‘Go and see what is happening.” In a short time 

the man came back. “There’s a man there – and a boy with him. The man says that he is Miles 
Hendon, and the boy says that he has a letter for the King. I think he is mad. He says he is the 
King!”

Tom stepped forward.
“Don’t touch them. Just ask them to come in here.”
So Miles and Edward were led into the room where Tom and all the great men were 

gathered. As Edward came in through the door, Tom ran and threw himself down on his knees. 
“Your Majesty! he cried. “You have come just in time!”

What a sight it was! One of the boys looked so dirty and miserable and the other so well 
dressed and they were standing side by side. 

“Take hold of that boy! cried Sir Humphrey, pointing to Edward.
“Stop!” cried Lord Hertford. “Look at those two faces. They are so like each other. I don’t 

know what to think. Perhaps our prince was not mad: perhaps he is not the real prince.”
“Is there any question that we could ask the boy which would help us?” said Lord 

Somerset.
Lord Hertford turned to Edward and asked him question after question – about King 

Henry, about Edward’s mother, about the palace and those who worked in it. Edward answered 
all the questions but Lord Somerset still did not believe that he was the real prince. Then Tom 
remembered the letter that Edward had brought. Lord Hertford took the paper and read. 
“Where is the Great Seal?”

He turned to Tom. “I asked you, Your Majesty, many days ago, but you didn’t tell me.”
“I don’t know what the Great Seal is, and I don’t know where it is,” said Tom.
“Look inside the arm-piece of the suit of armour in my room,” reminded Edward, “and 

you’ll fi nd it.”
“Oh that!” cried Tom. “That round heavy thing! I – ”
“What did you do with it?” cried Lord Hertford. “Tell me!”
“I used it to crack nuts.”
“He used it to crack nuts!” The great lords and rulers of the land laughed and laughed.
So the real Edward was crowned King and he was a very good King because he had been 

among the people and he had learned how they lived and what they needed. Tom lived in the 
palace and was the king’s best friend.

Talking about the story

Exercises

1.  Answer the questions

1.  Where did all the great lords and ladies gather that day?
2.  What was happening at the gate to Westminster Abbey?
3.  What was Tom’s order about the people at the gate?
4.  In what way were the two boys different?
5.  Where was the Great Seal?
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2.  Correct the wrong sentences.

1.  All the great lords and ladies of the country were gathering together in St Paul’s Cathedral.
2.  There was a noise in the market.
3.  Edward couldn’t answer any question about his family and the palace.
4.  Tom began to fi ght with Edward and threw him down to the fl oor.
5.  Tom didn’t remember anything about the Great Seal?

3.  Why?

Complete the sentences.
1.  All the great lords and ladies of England gathered in Westminster Abbey because ...
2.  The man who was sent to fi nd out what was happening at the gate thought that the boy 

at the gate was mad because ...
3.  Tom was happy to see Edward because ...
4.  Lord Hertford asked Edward a lot of questions about his family because ...
5.  Edward was crowned King because ...

4.  What happened when ... ?

1.  When the boys exchanged their clothes ...
2.  When Prince Edward heard about his father’s death...
3.  Miles and Edward came to the gate of Westminster Palace when ...
4.  Tom ran and threw himself down on his knees when ...
5.  When Tom remembered the letter that Edward had brought ...

5.  Which words and expressions are suitable to describe Tom?

Dirty, miserable, well-dressed, mad, kind-hearted, honest, loyal, neat, cruel, liar

6.  Agree or disagree.

1.  Soon King Henry died and poor Tom prepared to become King of the country.
2.  Prince Edward travelled about the country, suffered from cold and hunger and thought 

about going back to London.
3.  Prince Edward and his friend Miles Hendon reached London on the day when the new 

king was going to marry.
4.  In the Palace of Westminster Tom was ready to put on his fi ne clothes in which he 

would go to Westminster Abbey to be crowned.
5.  Tom had to leave the palace as he was the King’s enemy.

7.  Talking points

Edward VI was a very good king as he knew the life of people in the county.

8.  Which person

prepared to become King of the country      Sir Humphrey
travelled  about the country and suffered from    Lord Hertford
cold and hunger
turned to one of his men and said, “Go and see what is happening”  Tom
thought that the boys were so like each other    Lord Somerset
suggested asking Tom questions      Edward
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Work on words

1. What’s the word for ...?

Excuse me, what’s the word for…?   It’s …
Sorry, I can’t remember the word for…  I think it’s…

to feel pain or sorrow    residence
very bad and uncomfortable   to crown
to make a person a king or queen   to suffer
a place where a person lives   miserable

2.  Fill in the blanks with like or alike.

THE TWO BULLS
It so happened that a cow had two calves so very much ... that even the cow couldn’t tell 

them apart.
The calves grew up into strong little bulls but they remained much ... each other. One day 

they went to a smith and asked him.
“Tell us why everyone has different names except us?” The smith showed them a piece of 

iron and asked, “What’s this?” “That’s a horseshoe,” the bulls answered. The smith held out 
another horseshoe. “And what is this called?” “That’s a horseshoe too!” The bulls again spoke 
... . That’s right,” said the smith. “They look ... and that’s why they are called by the same 
name: horseshoe. But when people see how you work you will be given different names”.

“Give us some work to do”, the bulls again spoke ... .
The smith gave them the cart to draw. The bulls drew the cart very well until they came to 

a hill. Here one of them stopped and the people began shouting “Lazy-bones! The other bull 
was not ... the fi rst one. He climbed the hill without stopping. The people began shouting 
“Hardworking!”

3.  Fill in the missing words in the correct form.

country, residence, miserable, to suffer

King Edward was a good King because he knew how poor people ... from cold and hunger 
in their ... houses. When King Edward died Tom went and lived in a nice ... with his mother 
and sisters. He wrote the story “The Prince and the Pauper” telling how Tom, the pauper, was 
for a few days King of England and controlled life of the great ... .
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UNIT 2 C

As ... as ...

We use as ... as to say that two people, things, etc. are the same in some way:

Tom is as tall as Martin.

After not we can use

as ... as  or so ... as

Tom is not as/so tall as Martin.

1. Put in as or than

1. Wales is not as big ... Scotland.
2. I think football is more interesting ... tennis.
3. She plays the piano better ... I do.
4. Alice likes Literature more ... Phil.
5. Today the weather is nicer ... yesterday.

2. Look at the table in Exercise IV and make sentences. Use these structures:

... has got more ... than ...

... has got / hasn’t got as many ... as ...

... can / can’t carry more ... than...

... is faster / slower / heavier ... than ...

.... costs more / less than ...

... is the fastest / slowest / heaviest ...

3. Choose one of the adjectives in the box and complete the sentences using 
  “... not as ... as”.

clever, strong, polite, old, 
tall, hard-working

1. A: Why do I always get worse marks in my exams than Roger?
 B: Because you’re not as clever as him.
2. A: Why do my neighbours always speak to my sister but not to me?
 B: Because you’re ...
3. Why does Tom have to go to bed at 9 when Charlotte can stay up till 10?
 B: Because he’s ...
4. A: I’m cleverer than Pete and Emily so why do they always get better marks than me?
 B: Because you’re ...
5. A. I don’t know why they chose Brian for the basketball team and not me. I’m just as 

good.
 B: I think it was because ...
6. A: Why do I always have to carry the shopping and not Simon?
 B: Because ...
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4. Choose the correct words to fi ll in the gaps in the sentences:

1. Your English is much ... than mine (better / best)
2. We’ve had much ... rain this year than last year. (more/ most)
3. The place that gets the ... rain in the world is a mountain in Hawaii. (more/ most)
4. I don’t know much, but she knows even ... than I do. (less/ least)
5. “Are you any good at tennis?” “I’m the ... tennis-player in the world.” (worse/worst)
6. “How’s your headache?” “It’s getting ... .” (worse/worst)
7.  “I’ll get you an aspirin. That’ll make you feel ... .” (better / best)
8. People say that Rolls-Royce cars are the ... in the world. (better / best)

5. Correct these sentences:

1. He is more older than he looks.
2. Jane is as tall than her mother.
3. Trains in London are more crowded that in Paris.
4. Oxford is one of the oldest universities in Europe.
5. He isn’t as clever than his sister.
6. This is more hard than his I thought.
7. Who is the most rich man in the world?
8. Everything is more cheap in my country.
9. Are you as tall than your brother?
10. I’m more hard-working that my sister.

6. Look at the list of words and fi nd something that is.

1. younger than the world 1. as old as the world
2.older than a house 2. as heavy as the computer
3.heavier than a computer 3. as diffi cult as an English exercise                                                                                         
4 more diffi cult  than an English exercise 4. as fast as a car
5. faster than a car 5. as easy as an English exercise                                                                             
6. easier than an English exercise 6.  as beautiful as a car
7. more beautiful than a car 7. as  interesting as an English exercise                                                                            
8. more interesting than an English exercise 8. as old as a house
9. shorter than a year 9. as long as a year

a car, life, a teacher, love, work, a coat, 
food, a pencil, computer, a boss, a week, a 
month, a year, a city, a head, the sun, the 
sea, a mountain, a child, 365 days

You can make some  unusual comparisons.
Ex: The sea is older than cities.
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UNIT 3 A

Speaking and writing

Focus on clothes, accessories and fashion

Long ago, people started to wear clothes to keep themselves warm. Besides they wanted 
to cover different parts of their bodies. They began to create different kinds of clothes. Soon 
clothes began to look different in style and fashion.

There are different clothes for men, women and children. People wear different clothes 
in different seasons. 

Thinking it over
• How do you feel if you have nothing to wear in winter?
• Do you think you can tell what people are like by looking at their clothes?

Words you may need in this unit

 style  fashion  size  clothes  cotton  nylon wool  leather silk             
straw made of  to wear  to put on  to take off  to fi t  to suit to go with       
 to match       to try on           

Look at the pictures and read out the words.

   

նկար նկար նկար նկար նկար

 shorts             cap  gloves          coat  pullover

նկար նկար նկար նկար

  blouse           jeans  stockings  ring   

Make a list of the words and word combinations you do not know and learn them
to fi t    _________________  _________________
___________________  ___________________  ___________________
_________________  _________________  _________________
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 Talking it over
• What is in fashion this year? For men? For women? For teenagers?
• What do you do when you are invited to a birthday party? Do you like to wear 

anything new or special? 
• Do you like to buy anything new for a party?

Do you remember the colours?
red   orange   yellow   green   pink   grey   blue
silver   white  purple   black   brown   gold

Talking it over
• Which is your favourite colour?
• Does it make you think of anything (music, feelings and so on)?
• Which are the most popular colours this year?
• Now play a game. Write down what you are wearing today. Mix up all the pieces 

of paper. The rest of the class will match you to your description.

Go on with talking it over
• Why do people wear different clothes?
• What do people usually wear in winter? In summer? In spring and autumn?

Do you remember?
to put on       to take off       to wear        to try on
to get dressed               to get undressed               to get changed 

• Complete the sentences using the verbs above. Some verbs may be used more 
than once.  

1. “Do you want me to _____________ ?” - he asked. “No, not completely”, replied the 
doctor. “Just _____________ your shirt, please, so that I can  examine you.” 

2. After a bath she ___________ and went downstairs. It was a bit cold, so before she 
left the house she ____________ her coat.

3. The fi rst time I ___________ the jacket ___________ it seemed a bit small. But the 
shop assistant told me that I was a thick sweater. So I ___________ the sweater, and _
__________ the jacket again and felt much more comfortable.

4. I can’t ____________ these old jeans to the theatre. I think I must ____________ .

5. He was very tired when he got home. So he ___________ his coat, _____________ 
and went to bed.
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Do you know the difference?
                                     carry/wear

• Look at the pictures above and put the names into the right category.

           to wear                                                            to carry

           a skirt                                                              an umbrella
           ____________                                                ____________
           ____________                                                ____________
           ____________                                                ____________

What is it made of?
• Complete the sentences using the words below.

                  cotton         nylon           gold            silver          wool
                                    leather           silk             straw

1. Jim’s belt and briefcase are made of _____________ .
2. Betty’s earrings and bracelet are made of ____________ .
3. Her wedding ring is made of _____________ .
4. Her summer skirt is made of _____________ .
5. Her scarf is very expensive made of _____________ .
6. John’s jumper is made of _______________ .
7. Maggie’s summer hat is made of ____________ .
8. Her umbrella is made of _____________ .

Read the text. Remember what you can.

SAMMY HAS NOTHING TO WEAR TODAY
Sammy is upset this morning. He is looking for something to wear to go to school. But 

there is nothing in his wardrobe.
He is looking for a clean shirt, but all his shirts are dirty. He is looking for a jacket, but all 

his jackets are at the dry cleaner’s. 
He is looking for a pair of trousers, but there aren’t any clean trousers in the wardrobe. 
And he is looking for a pair of socks, but they are dirty, and Mummy is washing them 

now.
Sammy is having a diffi cult time this morning. He is looking for something to put on, but 

his wardrobe is empty.
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Check up

 Choose the correct word complete the sentences.

1. Sammy is __________ .       
 a. at home    b. at school

2. Sammy is ___________ .
 a. happy    b. upset 
3.  Sammy’s shirts are  ___________ .   
 a. dirty    b. clean 
        
4. He is looking for a pair of __________ .
 a. shoes    b. trousers

5. His mother is washing his ___________ . 
 a. socks    b. boots

6. Sammy is upset because ____________ .
 a. he is getting dressed  b. he has nothing to wear

• Take turns. You ask a question based on a sentence of the text. Your classmate 
answers and then asks another classmate a question based on a different sentence. 
The exercise continues until all of the sentences of the text are used. 

Go on with thinking it over
• What will Sammy do today? Why?
• What will you do if you have nothing to wear to school? Why?
• Work in pairs. Talk to your classmate about clothes and make a list for both of 

you. Give as much information in your answers as you can. Find out:
• if he/she really likes the clothes he/she is wearing today
• what sort of clothes he/she fi nds comfortable 
• what sort of clothes he/she fi nds uncomfortable 
• what his/her favourite colour for clothes is
                     
                         Me                                               My classmate
_________________________                   _________________________
_________________________                   _________________________
_________________________                   _________________________

• Compare the list with the others’ in your class.
• Collect the information on the chalkboard like this:

Comfortable clothes                                 Uncomfortable clothes
______________________                        _______________________
______________________                        _______________________
______________________                        _______________________
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Practise the dialogue in class. Work in pairs. Add whatever you can. 
A: Can I help you?
B: Yes, please. I am looking for a coat. I think I wear size 12.
A: Let’s see. Here is a nice coat. Would you like to try it on?
B: Oh, it seems to fi t. But I don’t like the colour. I am not sure it suits me. 
A: All right. We have a blue one, too. I think it will suit you. What’s more, blue is very 

popular this year.
B: Okey. How much does it cost?
A: 80 dollars.
B:   All right. I’ll buy it. Thank you.
A: Thank you.
B: ______________
A: ______________
B:   ______________

Follow up
• Write a short story. “We cannot do without clothes.”
• Read it out and discuss it in class.
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UNIT 3 B

Focus on reading

Study the words
comfortable adj  –  something that gives ease  or comfort. Comfortable is often used of  

 chairs, beds, clothes, houses etc.
  The chair is very comfortable.
to discuss v  –  to talk over, to speak about
  We met to discuss our plans.
to drop v   –  to fall to a lower position
  The wet dish dropped from Kathy’s hand.
to fall v  –  to come down from a higher place
  The lamp will fall off the table if the baby keeps playing with it.
  He fell down and hurt his leg.
to try v  –  to make an effort to do something
  He tried moving the box alone but it was too heavy.

REMEMBER:  to hold means to have in the hands, to support with the hand, arms, etc.
   e.g. to hold a book (a hammer, a parcel, a picture)
   to keep means to preserve
   e.g. to keep books on the shelf, to keep food in a frig
   Lena is holding a letter in her hand.
   They keep the letters they get from their friends in a special box.

Pre-reading task
1.  Do you prefer to do everything yourself or do you ask people to help you?
2.  Who do you call handy?

THREE MEN IN A BOAT
WE DECIDE WHAT TO TAKE

After Jerome K. Jerome
The following evening, we discussed what we wanted to take with us. Harris said, “Now 

get me a piece of paper, J., and write everything down. George, you get a pencil, and I’ll make 
the list.”

That’s Harris – he tells everybody what to do, and they do all the work. I remember that 
my Uncle Podger was like Harris ...

Everybody in the house had to help when Uncle Podger did a job. When they bought a 
picture once, Aunt Maria asked, “Now, where shall we put this?”

“Oh, I’ll do it. Don’t worry about it. I’ll do it all myself,” he said. And then he took off his 
coat to begin. He sent one of the girls out to buy some nails, and then he sent one of the boys 
to tell him how big the nails ought to be. “Now, Bill, you go and get my hammer,” he shouted. 
“And bring me a ruler, Tom. And Jim, I need a ladder – and a kitchen chair, too. Maria, you 
stay here to hold the light – and Tom, come here! You can give me the picture.”

Then he lifted the picture up ... and he dropped it. He tried to catch the glass ... and he cut 
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himself. He looked for something to put round his fi nger, and he could not fi nd anything. So 
he danced round the house, and he shouted at everybody.

Half an hour later, the fi nger had been tied up, they had bought new glass, and everything 
was ready. Uncle Podger tried again. Everybody stood round him. They were all ready to help. 
Two people held the chair, a third helped him to get on it, a fourth gave him a nail, and a fi fth 
passed him the hammer. He took the nail ... and he dropped it!

“There,” he said sadly. “Now the nail’s gone.”
So everybody got down on the ground to look for it. At last we found the nail, but then he 

lost the hammer.
“Where’s the hammer? What did I do with the hammer? There are seven of you there, and 

you don’t know where the hammer is!
We found the hammer for him, but then he lost the place on the wall where he was going 

to put the picture. So each one of us had to get up on the chair and look for the place. And each 
one of us thought that is was a different place. Then Uncle Podger tried again himself. This 
time he fell off the chair on to the piano. His head and his body hit the piano at the same time. 
The music was beautiful, but Uncle Podger’s words were not! Aunt Maria was not pleased. 
She said that she did not want the children to listen to those terrible words. She added calmly, 
“The next time that you are going to put a picture on the wall, please tell me. Then I can 
arrange to go and spend a week with my mother.”

Uncle Podger got up and tried again, and at midnight the picture was on the wall. It was 
not very straight, and everyone was very tired and unhappy. Uncle Podger looked at the picture 
proudly and said, “You see, it was only a little job!”...

Talking about the story.

1.  Answer the questions.

1.  What was Uncle Podger going to do?
2.  Who helped Uncle Podger to do the job?
3.  What happened to Uncle Podger when he was going to hang the picture?
4.  What did all the members of the family have to do to help Uncle Podger to hang the picture?
5.  How did everyone feel when the picture was on the wall at last?

2.  Correct the wrong sentences

1.  The following evening we discussed what fi lm we wanted to see in the evening.
2.  Uncle Podger helped everybody to do a job.
3.  Aunt Maria was very pleased with Uncle Podger’s words.
4.  Uncle Podger looked at the picture sadly and said, “You see, it was a hard job!”
5.  Then he made the list of all the books we needed.

3.  Why?

Complete the sentences.
1.  Everybody had to help Uncle Podger because ...
2.  Uncle Podger sent Bill for the hammer because ...
3.  Uncle Podger cut himself because ...
4.  Uncle Podger couldn’t fi nd the hammer because ...
5.  Everybody was tired because ...
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4.  What happened when ... ?

1. When Uncle Podger lifted the picture up ...
2. When he tried to catch the glass ...
3. When he took the nail ...
4. When he tried again ...
5. When we found the hammer for him ...

5.  Which words and expressions are suitable to describe Uncle Podger?

 How would you describe him?
 young, old, lazy, hardworking, honest, proud, shy, cheerful, rude, polite, strict, helpful, 

handy, clumsy

6. Agree or disagree

1.  Uncle Podger sent one of the girls to buy some nail.
2.  All the house started looking for his coat.
3.  He ran round the room looking for his handkerchief.
4.  We found the hammer for him, but then he lost the place on the wall where he was 

going to put the picture.
5.  At midnight the picture was sold.

7. Talking points.

1.  People who are hardworking are never boastful of the things they are good at!
2.  We can’t call Uncle Podger handy, can we?

8. Which person

wanted to put up the picture Aunt Maria
handed him the picture Uncle Podger
got angry Tom

Work on words

1. What’s the word for ...?

Excuse me, what’s the word for…?   It’s …
Sorry, I can’t remember the word for…  I think it’s…

something that gives comfort   to discuss
to talk over     comfortable
to make an effort     to fall
to come down to a lower position  to try

Read the joke and fi ll in the missing word hold or keep?

Woman: When I use a hammer I always hit my hand with it. What can I do about it?
Workman: The only thing that I can think of, madam, is that you should ... the hammer 

with both hands.
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2.  Fill in the missing words in the correct form.

comfortable, to fall down, to remember

In the morning when I was dressing, Mother came into my room and said, “Put on two 
sweaters, Mike. It’s very cold today.” “Oh, no, Mother. You know it’s so warm in school.”

When I went out into the street it was so cold that I was sorry I hadn’t put on two sweaters. 
Then I ... that the warmth of our body depends on our moving around. I started running and 
didn’t notice the big stone that was lying on the road. I ... and dropped my nice new bag. An 
old lady helped me to rise and clean my bag. At last I got to school and soon felt warm and ...

3.  Read the text attentively and fi ll in the missing words in the correct form.

to drop, to try, to help, to fall, to appear

HONESTY IS THE BEST POLICY
Once a poor woodman went to the wood which was on the bank of a deep river. He was 

working all day long and got tired. Suddenly his axe slipped from his hand and ... into the 
river.

“Oh, I have lost my axe,” he cried. “What shall I do?”
Mercury heard the poor man’s cries and ... before him.
“What’s the matter, poor woodman?” he asked.
The woodman told his story and Mercury promised to ... him. He dived into the river and 

brought up a golden axe.
“Is it yours?” he asked.
“No, that is not mine,” answered the woodman.
So Mercury dived again and this time brought up the woodman’s axe.
“That is my axe,” cried the man.
Mercury was so pleased with the woodman’s honesty that he made him a present of the 

golden axe.
The woodman told his friends all about it and one of them decided to ... his luck. So he 

went to the same place, ... his axe into the water and cried, “Oh, I have lost my axe. What shall 
I do?”

Mercury appeared as before and when the man told him his story he dived into the river 
and brought up a golden axe.

“Is it yours?” he asked.
“Yes, it is”, said the second woodman.
“You are not telling me the truth,” said Mercury, “that’s why you will never have your 

axe.”
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UNIT 3 C
Have got
Positive             Question   Negative
I, you, we, they have / I’ve got Have I (you, we, they) got I (you, we, they) have 
  not/ haven’t got
He (she, it) has/ he’s got  Has he (she, it) got  

 He (she, it) has not /  hasn’t got

We use “have got”: 

1)  to say that something belongs to somebody:
 Tom has got a computer.
2)  to describe smb or smth
 Tom has got blue eyes.
3)  for illnesses and pains
 I’ve got a headache.

We can use “have” and “have got” in these expressions.

 to have  a headache, (a) toothache, a backache, a pain (in my leg)
 have got  a cold, a temperature, the fl u

When we talk about past we usually use “had” and not had got

   I’ve got a headache.
But: I had a headache yesterday.

We can never use “have got” in these expressions:

to have breakfast, lunch, dinner, supper, a meal
to have tea, coffee, a drink
to have a wash, a bath, a shower
to have a rest, a sleep, a dream
to have a swim, a walk, a party, a ride
to have a holiday, a good time, a good time, a good day
to have a talk, a chat, a word with somebody

1. Complete sentences with the correct form of the expressions in the box:

to have a look, to have a game of tennis, to have a swim, 
to have a good time, to have breakfast, to have a rest

1. I’m tired. Let’s ... for a few minutes.
2. The day was hot and we decided .... in the river.
3. – Martin and I ... yesterday.
 – Who won?
4.  Can I ... at your brother’s photo.
5.  I’m hungry. I ( not) ... in the morning.
6.  – I was at my friend’s birthday party yesterday.
  –  .... ?
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2. Put in the correct form of “have” or “have got” .Sometimes two variants are  possible.

1. Enjoy your holiday. ... a nice time!
2. We ... a party a few days ago.
3. They ... a nice house in the centre of the city.
4. ... you ... today’s newspaper.
5. ... your sister a new car?
6. John ... a bad cold last week.

3. Rewrite these sentences with “ have” 

Example: These boys are fi ghting – The boys are having fi ght.
1. Look at this –
2. I want to rest this afternoon. –
3. Can I side in your car? –
4. I talked to Jim about it. –
5. Come and swim with us. –
6. I must wash before lunch. –
7. Sleep and you’ll feel well. –
8. I always eat in the morning. –

“ have got” is not usually used
to talk about habits and repeated actions
Example: We have got  meetings on Monday.

4. Here is a pupil’s school timetable.

Write ten or more sentences beginning: She has ( She doesn’t have..)
Use expressions “ once a week” “twice a week”, three times a week
Example: She has maths at nine o’clock on Monday.
  She doesn’t have Russian on Monday.

Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday
09.15-10.15 Maths French English Maths Physics

No 
Lessons

10.30-11.30 History Maths Chemistry French Chemistry

12.00-13.00 Biology Physics Russian Geography English
14.30-15.30 English Geography Literature Russian Maths

15.30-16.30 Games Economics Games English Games

5. Make good sentences with “ have” + the words in brackets

1. ( a meal)  5.  ( a talk)
2. ( a dream)  6.  ( a holiday)
3. ( a good time)  7.  ( a ride)
4. ( dinner)  8.  ( a rest)
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Prepositions of time till, until, after
1.  till/until show when something fi nishes.
 ex: We waited for him until/ till Friday.
2.  before means “ earlier than”
 ex: I do my bed before breakfast.
3. after means “ later than”
 ex: After breakfast I go to school.

6. Choose the correct preposition

1. How long will you be away? ... Friday
 a) on  b) from c) until
2. When are you coming back? ... Friday.
 a) until b) on  c) after
3. I waited ... half past ten, but she didn’t come.
 a) till  b) after  c) before
4. Don’t worry! I’ll return home ... 6 o’clock, not later
 a) before b) on  c) after
5. How many weeks are there ... your holiday?
 a) after b) until  c) –
6. George usually fi nishes his work at fi ve, but sometimes he works ... six.
 a) at  b) till  c) before
7. I felt tired this morning and stayed in bed ... 11 o’clock.
 a) till  b) before c) at

7. Complete the sentences with one of the prepositions in the box.

till/until,  before,  after

 
1. – Shall we go now.
 – No, let’s wait ... two o’clock.
2. Jim felt sick ... eating so much chocolate.
3. Wash the apples ... eating it.
4. Yesterday I went to bed early but I couldn’t sleep. I read a book .... twelve o’clock.
5. We were tired ... our visit to the museum.
6. Don’t forget to close the window ... going out.
7. Jane lived in England .... 1990. Then she moved to Scotland.     
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UNIT 4 A

Speaking and writing

Focus on shopping

Shopping is a part of our life. If we need food or drinks, furniture, clothes or beautiful 
things to decorate our houses or gardens, we go shopping to buy whatever we need.

There are different types of shops for food and drinks, for clothes and furniture, for 
record-players and tape-recorders, for computers and computer supplies, for musical 
instruments and toys. Special shops may only sell certain goods, supermarkets sell food and 
drinks; department stores sell general articles, and so on.

Shopping can be both a “must” and a pleasure.

Thinking it over
• Is shopping a “must” or a pleasure?
• What would people do without shops?

Words and word combinations you may need in this unit

goods salespeople a salesman  a saleswoman  a customer  a market
 a supermarket   a store  a department store  computer  supplies
a record-player  a DVD player  helpful  cheap  expensive  to shop
  to do shopping  to go shopping          

REMEMBER: the shops where food is sold are: 

   grocer’s   baker’s 
   greengrocer’s  dairy
   butcher’s  fi shmonger’s

Make a list of the words and word combinations you do not know and learn them
fi shmonger’s    _________________  _________________
___________________  ___________________  ___________________
_________________  _________________  _________________

• Look at the pictures below. Where are the people in each of them? Write A, B, C, 
D here. 
1. __________ a record shop                2. __________ a department store
3. __________ a supermarket              4. __________ a market

նկար նկար նկար նկար
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Talking it over
• What are the differences between these places?
• What are the people buying?
• What else can they buy here?
• Choose two of the pictures and write two questions that the customers may ask.

Picture _____  1 ______________________________ ?
                          2 ______________________________ ?

Picture _____  1 ______________________________ ?
                          2 ______________________________ ?

• Work in groups of three or fi ve. Have a look at the questions you have in your 
group and answer all of them. 

Go on with talking it over
• Who does shopping in your family?
• Do you help your mother/father to do shopping?
• What do you usually buy when you go shopping?
• Do you like big stores or small shops?
• Do you like to do shopping? Why yes/why no?

• Work in pairs. Make a list of your classmate’s answers to your questions about:   
what he/she likes to buy
                                    what he/she doesn’t like to buy.

• Collect the information on the chalkboard like this:

             he/she likes to buy                        he/she doesn’t like to buy
             ________________                        ______________________
             ________________                        ______________________
             ________________                        ______________________

• Find the same answers and clear them off.

Read the text. Remember what you can.

DEPARTMENT STORES IN OUR TOWN
J. and J. Department Store is the cheapest store in the town, but it isn’t the most popular. 

People don’t shop there very often because the goods are bad. In fact, some people say the 
goods there are the worst in town.

 The furniture isn’t very comfortable, the clothes aren’t very fashionable, the record-
players and tape-recorders are not very good. Besides, the salespeople aren’t very helpful.

On the other hand, the Lord and Lady Department Store sells very good things. Some 
people say they are the best in town.
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They sell the most comfortable furniture, the most fashionable clothes, the best record-
players and tape-recorders, and the salespeople there are the most helpful in town.

However, though the Lord and Lady Department Store is the best store in town, people 
don’t often shop there because it’s also the most expensive.

The S. and S. Department Store is the most popular store in town.
It isn’t the cheapest and it isn’t the most expensive. Its goods are not the best, but they are 

not the worst. The furniture isn’t the most comfortable, but it’s more comfortable than the 
furniture at many other stores. The clothes aren’t the most fashionable, but they are more 
fashionable than the clothes at many other stores. The record-players and tape-recorders aren’t 
the best, but they are better than the record-players and tape-recorders at many other stores. 
The salespeople there are very helpful. It is the most popular store in our town. That is why 
people like to shop there.

Check up

RIGHTor WRONG

1. J. and J. Department Store is the most popular store in town.
2. The salespeople at Lord and Lady are more helpful than the salespeople at S. and S.
3. J. and J. is the cheapest store in town.
4. Lord and Lady is the worst store in town.
5. S. and S. has the best goods in town.

• Take turns. You ask a question based on a sentence of the text. Your classmate 
answers and then asks another classmate a question based on a different sentence. 
The exercise continues until all of the sentences of the text are used. 

Go on with talking it over
• Which of these three department stores will you prefer to shop in? 
   Why? 
• Talk about the places to shop where you live: the cheapest, the most expensive, 

the most popular. Talk about the goods they sell. 
   Use the text as a model.
• On a sheet of paper make a shopping list. Show it to your classmate. He/she must 

say which shops sell the things on your list.

Follow up
• Write a short story: “Some people make a hobby of shopping”.
• Read it out and discuss it in class.
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UNIT 4 B

Focus on reading

Study the words
to appear v  –  to come into sight, to arrive
  The party began at seven but Mr and Mrs Brown didn’t appear until nine.
to avoid v  –  to keep away from
  We took another road to avoid the heavy traffi c.
to frighten v  –  to make someone feel afraid
  Don’t shout! You’ll frighten the baby.
mystery n  –  a strange thing which happens and which you cannot explain
  I don’t know how I lost the book. It’s a mystery!
rough adj  –  not polite
  He spoke to her in a very rough way.
wicked adj  –  very bad
  The witch in the story was a wicked woman.

Pre-reading task
1.  Are you fond of reading stories about adventures? Why?
2.  What do you think Treasure Island is like?
3.  Which of them is the pirate?

TREASURE ISLAND
THE OLD PIRATE AT THE ADMIRAL BENBOW’S

by Robert Louis Stevenson
One day an old seaman came to the inn. I remember him as if it were yesterday. He came 

to the inn door with his sea-chest following behind; a tall, strong, heavy, nut-brown man, with 
a scar across one cheek and with black, broken nails. When my father appeared, the man called 
roughly for a glass of rum. When it was brought, he drank it slowly, looking around.

“Well, then,” he said, “I’ll stay here a bit. I’m a plain man, rum and bacon and eggs is 
what I want. You may call me Captain.”

And he threw down three or four gold coins.
He was a very silent man, as a rule. All day Captain walked round the cove or upon the 

cliffs, with a telescope; all evening he sat in a corner of the sitting-room near the fi re and drank 
very strong rum. 

“Fifteen men on the dead man’s chest –
Yo-ho-ho , and a bottle of rum!
Drink and the devil had done for the rest –
Yo-ho-ho, and a bottle of rum!

Every day when the captain came back from his walk, he used to ask if any seamen had 
gone along the road. At fi rst we thought that he wanted company of his own kind, but then we 
began to realize that he wanted to avoid it. For me there was no mystery about it because one 
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day he had taken me aside and promised me a silver coin on the fi rst of every month if I would 
only “keep my eyes open for a seaman with one leg and let him know the moment he 
appeared.

Of course, I was very frightened by the thought of the seaman with one leg. I even dreamt 
about hum every night. But I was less afraid of the captain than others were who knew him. 
There were nights when he drank more rum than he should have and then he sat and sang his 
wicked, old, wild shanties, and made everyone join in the chorus or listen to his stories. It was 
his stories that frightened people most of all. Dreadful stories they were. He must have lived 
amongst some of the wickedest men upon the sea and the language in which he told them 
shocked our people almost as much as the crimes that he described.

Captain never wrote and never received any letters, he never spoke to anyone but the 
neighbours, and then, for the most part, only when he was drunk. None of us had ever seen the 
great sea chest open.

He was angry only once. That was when Dr. Livesey came one late afternoon to see my 
poor father who was very ill. Doctor had a bit of dinner which my mother had made, and then 
went into the sitting-room to smoke his pipe. I followed him in and I remember the contrast 
between the neat doctor and that dirty, heavy, red-eyed pirate of ours. Dr. Livesey was a bright 
man, with pleasant manners, a wig as white as snow, and bright black eyes.

Suddenly the captain began to sing:

“Fifteen men on the dead man’s chest –
Yo-ho-ho, and a bottle of rum!”

Nobody in the room took much notice of the song. The doctor looked up for a moment 
and then went on talking to old Taylor, the gardener. Some time after that the captain slapped 
his hand on the table in a way which we all knew to mean – silence. The voices stopped at 
once, all but Dr. Livesey’s; he went on as before. The captain glared at him for a while, slapped 
his hand on the table again, glared still harder and then shouted:

“Silence there, between decks!
“Are you addressing me, Sir?” asked the doctor.
“Yes,” said the captain.
“I have only one thing to say to you, Sir,” replied the doctor, “and that is, that if you keep 

on drinking rum, then the world will soon be free of a very dirty fellow!”
The old seaman’s anger was awful. He jumped to his feet, opened his sailor’s knife, and 

we all saw that he was going to pin the doctor to the wall.
Dr. Livesey didn’t move. He spoke to the captain as before, over his shoulder, and in the 

same tone of voice, perfectly calm and steady.
“If you don’t put that knife sway, I promise, upon my honour, that you shall die under the 

law.”
Then followed a battle of looks between them, but the captain soon put his knife away and 

took his seat like a beaten dog.
“And now, Sir,” continued the doctor, “since I know that there’s such a fellow in my 

district, I’ll keep an eye on you day and night and on that you may count! I’m not only a 
doctor, I’m also a magistrate and if I catch even a word of complaint against you, you can be 
sure that I’ll take measures to turn you out from here.”

And with these words Dr. Livesey took his horse and rode away. Captain was silent that 
evening and for many evenings after. 
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Talking about the story

Exercises

1. Answer the questions

1.  Who kept the Admiral Benbow Inn?
2.  Who came to stay at that inn?
3.  How did the man ask to call him?
4.  What was the captain like?
5.  Did the captain frighten the doctor?

2. Correct the wrong sentences

1.  Jim was an old man when his father kept the Admiral Benbow Inn?
2.  The seaman came to the inn with his little daughter.
3.  Jim was happy at the thought of the seaman with one leg.
4.  Jim was more afraid of the captain than others who knew him.
5.  It was the captain’s shoes that frightened people most of all.

3. Why?

Complete the sentences.
1.  For Jim there was no mystery about is because ...
2.  People were afraid of the captain because ...
3.  Dr. Livesey came to the inn one late afternoon because ...
4.  Everybody liked Dr. Livesey because ...
5.  The captain was angry because ...

4. What happened when ...?

1.  When Jim’s father appeared ...
2.  When the rum was brought ...
3.  When the captain came back from his walk ...

5. Which words and expressions are suitable to describe captain? How would you 
describe him?

kind-hearted, dirty, tall, middle-aged, heavy, short, neat, weak, wicked, with pleasant 
manners, often drunk rum, rough, pretty, young, old, lazy, with one leg, with a scar across one 
cheek, cheerful, handsome, polite, gets along well with everybody, honest, shy, generous

6. Agree or disagree. Begin you phrase with I quite agree with you; I disagree with you 
on the point; etc.

1.  The captain decided to stay at the Admiral Benbow Inn because there were a lot of 
seamen there.

2.  The captain was a silent man when he wasn’t drunk.
3.  The captain told Jim that he would like to see the seaman with one leg, a close friend 

of his.
4.  Some people admired the seaman because he was rich and generous.
5.  The captain and the doctor became good friends.
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7. Talking points.

What was Dr. Livesey like in a quiet country life?
Compare him with other country men and the captain.

8. Which person

kept the Admiral Benbow Inn Dr. Livesey
had a sea-chest  Jim
did the captain want to avoid Jim’s father
wasn’t afraid of the captain at all a seaman with one leg
was promised a silver coin Captain

Work on words

1.  What’s the word for ...?

Excuse me, what’s the word for…?    It’s …
Sorry, I can’t remember the word for…   I think it’s…

a man who attacks and robs ships at sea   inn
a small hotel where travellers can stay   pirate
a sailor, a member of a ship’s crew   rum
a strong drink      seaman

2. Put in the words using them in the correct form.

I ... as I knew the pirates were looking for us in the inn, but I 
wanted to know what was happening there.

I went to the inn and heard a voice shouting ... from the house, 
“Bill is dead!”

Next there ... the heavy footsteps moving around the room. Then 
the pirates came out and said they couldn’t fi nd us.

Suddenly I heard a whistle from the outside. I ... that it was a signal 
to warn them of the danger. The pirates ... on the road at once and ran 
in different directions. For me there was no ... as I knew they wanted 
to ... the soldiers. They were the most ... men I had ever seen before.

to be frightened
mystery
to avoid
follow
roughly
to appear
wicked
to realize
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UNIT 4 C

Revision: The Future Indefi nite Tense.

I shall ( will) work 
You will work
He/She/It will work
We shall ( will) work
They will work
– I’ll, you’ll

Questions: Shall /Will I work
                  Will he work
Negative: I shall not / will not work
He will not work
Shall not = shan’t [∫a:nt]
Will not = won’t [ wəunt]

I/We will and I /We shall are used with no difference of meaning in modern British 
English.

We use shall/ will:

1.  to make predictions. A prediction is what we think will happen.
 Ex:  Tom will pass all his exams.

When we predict the future we often use the following words and expressions:

think, believe, be sure
hope, to be afraid

 Ex: I’m sure you will like the book.

2.  when we decide to do something at the moment of
     Ex: I’m hungry. I’ll have a sandwich.

3.  when we promise something
     Ex: Mom, I’ll be good. I’ll do my home work.

1. Match the beginnings and the ends:

Beginnings Ends

1. Buy the cat food here
2. Don’t give her your keys
3. She’ll be fourteen
4. How is Jane?
5. Call her
6. She’ll forget
7. One day you’ll be old

a) She’ll be OK
b) On May 12th
c) and she will come and help you
d) She’ll only lose them.
e) about it
f) it’ll be cheaper
g) and then you’ll understand everything
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2. Complete the sentences with your own predictions:

Ex: It will/will not rain next week. ( rain)

1. Everybody / not everybody – a computer in the year 2010. ( have)
2. Clothes- very different in the year 2100. ( be)
3. English- the world language in the year 2010. ( be)
4. The weather- much warmer in the next few years. ( get)
5. England- the next football World cup. ( win)
6. In the year 2100, people- the same things as they do now. ( eat)

3. a) Look at the map and complete the sentences. Use the words in the box

Tomorrow will – mainly-, but there- some – in the north. There- be strong- from the 
south- west. It will be- in the south, but Scotland – cold ,and in the – of Scotland the rain- turn 
to - during the afternoon

be, dry, rain, snow, 
north, will(2), winds, will 
be( 2), warm

նկար

b) Can you give the weather forecast for tomorrow?

4. Which is right?

1. I’ll help/I help my mother tomorrow.
2. I like this dress. I buy /I’ll buy it.
3. – How can I get to Oxford Street? 
 – I’ll show / show you.
4. Tom is ill. I don’t think he will come / he comes to school tomorrow.
5. Mum, don’t be angry. I’ll eat / I eat all my sandwiches.
6. This letter is for Ann.
 – OK. I’ll give / I give it to her.
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7. – Have we got any bread?
 – No. I’ll go / go and get some.
8. – Can you tell Ted that I shall be / am late tonight?
 – Sure, I’ll tell / tell him.
9. Look at the rain! I’ll give / am giving you my umbrella.

5. a) Think about learning English in the future in your country. Make prediction. Use 
the words and expression in the box.

I think, I don’t think, I 
hope, I’m sure, probably, 
perhaps

  1.Children / learn English from the age of six.
  2. There/ be very few people who don’t speak English.
  3. More lessons at school/ be in English.
  4. Everyone /learn English at home by computers.
  5. Everyone/ need English  for their jobs.
  6. It/ be more important to speak English than your own language.
  b) Compare your predictions with the class
  
  c) Now speak about your level of English when you fi nish school.
  1. Speak English very well.
  2. to be able to read an English newspaper.
  3. to be able to write reports in English
  4. to be able to understand English TV programmes and songs.
  5. know a lot of words
  6. use English for my work
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UNIT 5 A

Speaking and writing

Focus on hobbies

Different people have different hobbies according to their taste and interests. This is 
why people usually say that hobbies differ like tastes.

Hobbies are divided into four large classes: doing things, making things, collecting 
things and learning things. 

The most popular of all hobby groups is doing things. It includes a wide variety of 
activities from gardening to travelling and from chess to volleyball and computer games.

Making things includes drawing, painting, making sculpture, designing costumes and 
so on.

 Almost everyone collects something at some period of his life. One can collect coins, 
stamps, video and audio cassettes, CD-s, soft toys, puppets, napkins and so on.

Learning things is the most exciting group of hobbies because any hobby chosen by you 
helps you to learn much about the things you are interested in.   

Thinking it over
• Why do people say that hobbies differ like tastes?
• Do you think you can tell what people are like by their hobbies?

Words and word combinations you may need in this unit

a hobby       a hobbyist       climbing      parachuting      painting     drawing 
                             gardening                taking photographs             
             a soft toy         a puppet          a view-card               a badge         
                               folk music        pop music        jazz         
          collection           value           opportunity     taste               private                                    
                                 valuable                               particular
       to include              to be interested in             to enrich            to enjoy

Make a list of the words and word combinations you do not know and learn them
a view-card   _________________  _________________
___________________  ___________________  ___________________
_________________  _________________  _________________

Talking it over
• Have you got any hobby?
• To what group of hobbies does it belong?
• Who is a real hobbyist?
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• Look at the pictures and say what hobbies are they. Write in vowels to complete 
the words.

նկար

1.  l_st_n_ng  t_  m_s_c  4.  v_s_t_ng   m_s_ _ms       7.  c_ll_ct_ng   st_mps 
2.  t_k_ng ph_t_gr_phs  5.  g_rd_n_ng                        8.  cl_mb_ng
3.  r_ _d_ng      6.  p_r_ch_t_ng                     9.  pl_y_ng  th_  p_ _n_

• Number these hobbies starting with the one which you are mostly interested in. 
• Compare your lists with your classmates.

Read the text. Remember what you can.

SHARON’S HOBBY      
My girlfriend Sharon is a great hobbyist. She always says that a person must have at least 

three hobbies and they all must be of various types, because they make one’s life more 
interesting and exciting. She says that a hobby is somewhat like a mirror and you can tell what 
a person is like by his or her hobby. 

If you are interested in different things and want to enrich your knowledge in any particular 
fi eld you must choose a hobby according to your character and taste to feel happy and to get 
an opportunity to relax. I am not sure about that, but Sharon is a very clever girl and if she says 
so she must be right. 

Once she told me that the most popular hobby is collecting things. She said that people 
can collect whatever they wish such as coins, stamps, view-cards, soft toys, puppets, badges 
and so on. Sharon is very fond of jazz and pop music, so she collects CD-s of her favourite 
singers. Besides she has a large collection of view-cards and everybody knows about that. If 
her friends or relatives visit any other city they always bring a lot of view-cards for her. 

Sharon thinks that making things is very exciting especially when you see the result of 
whatever you have done. She is very fond of making photographs and her collection of view-
cards includes the photos of beautiful landscape or places of interest made by her.

But Sharon says that among her hobbies reading is the most valuable one. She is sure that 
reading enriches one’s knowledge. She reads much and has a lot of books about different 
countries, their people and culture. 
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Check up

RIGHT or WRONG

1. Sharon says that a person must have at least fi ve hobbies. 
2. She thinks one can tell what a person is like by his or her hobby.
3. If you choose a hobby according to your character and taste you feel happy.
4. The most popular hobby is making photos. 
5. Sharon likes all kinds of music.
6. She has a large collection of view-cards and photos.
7. Sharon is sure that making things is very exciting.
8. The most valuable among all her hobbies is reading.

• Take turns. You ask a question based on a sentence of the text. Your classmate 
answers and then asks another classmate a question based on a different sentence. 
The exercise continues until all of the sentences of the text are used. 

• Work in pairs. Look at the pictures of hobbies again and interview your 
classmate. Ask:

1. which of these hobbies he/she has already tried
2. which of these hobbies he/she does not like and why
3. which of these hobbies he/she would like to try

Follow up
• Write a short story: “My hobby”.
• Read it out and discuss it in class.
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UNIT 5 B

Focus on reading

Study the words
to beat v  –  to hit again and again
Remember:   to beat is to give repeated blows, to strike is to give a sudden or quick  

 blow with force.
  Oliver Twist’s master was a cruel man and often beat the boy. The boxer 
  struck the fi nal blow.
enemy n  –  a person who wishes to harm another
  Edward was very cruel and it caused him to have many enemies.
  A country that is at war with another country.
  France and Germany were enemies in World War II.
fi ght n  –  a battle or struggle
  There was a fi ght between the two armies.
to fi ght v  –  to struggle, to take part in a battle with
  The two countries fought against each other.
good-natured adj  –  pleasant, kindly and cheerful towards others
  She is very good-natured and everybody loves her.
judgement  n  –  the ability to decide wisely
  My mother has good judgement when she has to decide what kind of  

 present to buy for our friends.
to judge v  –  to form an opinion of.
  Don’t listen to what other people say. Judge the movie by seeing it   

 yourself.
to be satisfi ed  –  to be happy
  Ann was not satisfi ed by Elizabeth’s explanation of why she was late.

Pre-reading task
1.  Have you got a pet? What is it like?
2.  Are pets loyal to their masters?
3.  Can you imagine having a snake, a crocodile or a frog as a pet?

THE YOUNG BORDER-GUARDS
after O’Henry

PART I
Supper was over. All the border-guards were sitting around the fi re smoking cigarettes. 

The well-known sound of an approaching horse came from the thick brush above the camp. 
Two minutes later a tired horse came out of the brush. A youth of twenty was riding the 

horse.
“Hi, fellows!” shouted the rider, cheerfully. “Here’s a letter for Lieutenant Manning.”
While Lieutenant Manning, who was in command of that unit, was reading the letter, the 

newcomer came up to the border-guards.
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“Boys,” said the lieutenant to the border guards, “this is Mr. James Hayes. He is a new 
member of the company. Captain McDean sent him down El Paso. 

All the border-guards looked at him with judgement because they understood that their 
lives often depended on their comrades.

After a good supper Hayes joined the smokers near the fi re. He was a simple fellow with a 
sun-burnt face and a good-natured smile. ‘Fellows,” said he, “I’m going to introduce to you a 
girl-friend of mine. Nobody has called her a beauty, but you’ll see she has some fi ne points. 
Come along, Muriel!”

He held open the front of his blue shirt. Out of it crawled a frog. A red ribbon was tied 
around its neck. It crawled to Hayes’s knee and sat there.

“This Muriel,” said Hayes, “is a girl-friend of mine. She always stays at home, and she’s 
satisfi ed with one red dress for every day and Sunday, too.”

“Look at that frog!” said one of the border-guards with a smile. “I’ve seen hundreds of 
them, but I never knew anybody to have one for a friend. Does the frog know you!?

“Take it over there and see,” said Hayes.
The border-guard took the frog, but it struggled in his hand, then jumped out and moved 

towards Hayes until it stopped at his foot.
“The little frog knows you. Never thought them to understand anything,” said another 

border-guard.
Some days passed, and Jimmy Hayes became a favourite in the camp. He had an endless 

store of good nature. He was never without his frog. It was in his shirt during rides, on his 
knee or shoulder in the camp. The ugly frog never left him. The border-guards loved Jim for 
his simplicity and humor but they didn’t know how he would fi ght with the enemy.

Talking about the story

Exercises

1. Answer the questions

1.  What were the border-guards doing while sitting around the fi re?
2.  Who was riding the horse?
3.  Who was in command of that unit?
4.  What kind of fellow was James Hayes?
5.  Did the border-guards know how Jim would fi ght with the enemy?

2. Correct the wrong sentences

1.  An old man was riding the horse.
2.  Jimmy held open the front of his blue shirt. Out of it crawled a snake.
3.  After a good supper Hayes left the border-guards and went away.
4.  The border-guard took the frog and put it on his shoulder.
5.  Nobody loved Jim as he was very selfi sh.

3. Why?

Complete the sentences.
1.  All the border-guards looked at Jim with judgement because ...
2.  The border-guard was very surprised when the frog stopped at Hayes’s foot because ...
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3.  Everybody in the camp liked Jimmy Hayes because ...
4.  The ugly frog never left Jim because ...
5.  The border-guards didn’t know how Jim would fi ght with the enemy because ...

4. What happened when ...?

1.  When they heard a loud and cheerful voice ...
2.  When the Lieutenant Manning read the letter ...
3.  When the supper was over Hayes ...
4.  When the border-guards saw the ugly frog ...
5.  When some days passed ...

Simple, proud, good-natured, cruel, weak, young, old, cheerful, gets along well with 
everybody, with a good sense of humor

5. Agree or disagree.

1.  Two minutes later a tiger came out of the brush.
2.  The border-guards looked at Jim with judgement because they understood that their 

lives often depended on their comrades. 
3.  Jim was a simple fellow with an ugly smile.
4.  The frog crawled to Hayes’s knee and sat there.
5.  Jim had to leave the frog in the brush as the border-guards laughed at him.

6. Talking points

1.  What do you know about the duties of border-guards?
2.  Is it very important for the border-guards to know how brave their comrades are?

7. Which person

joined the smokers after a good supper  Lieutenant Manning
was reading the letter    all the border-guards
looked at Hayes with judgement   James Hayes

Work on words

1.  What’s the word for ...?

Excuse me, what’s the word for…?   It’s …
Sorry, I can’t remember the word for…  I think it’s…
to be happy guard
pleasant, kindly and cheerful towards others enemy
to struggle judgement
the ability to decide wisely to be satisfi ed
a person who wishes to harm another good-natured
someone who watches people, places and things to keep them safe to fi ght
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2.  Fill in the missing words in the correct form.

to remember, good-natured, afraid, to think, to beat, to come back, to warm, enemy, to 
fi ght, satisfi ed, cottage

This is an amusing story about King Alfred during his wars.
At one time the ... was winning Alfred’s soldiers . They didn’t want to ... and ran away. 

The king was alone in the forest. After walking for some time he came to a little cottage. There 
was a poor woman in the ... . She didn’t know that Alfred was the King as his clothes were 
dirty. She let him in and told him to sit down by the fi re to ... himself. She asked him to watch 
her cakes while she went to the well to fetch water.

Poor Alfred soon forgot about the cakes and when the woman ... ... her cakes were all 
burnt.

“You good-for-nothing man!” she said. “You want to eat but you cannot even watch some 
cakes. Take that! And that! And that!” She began to ... the poor king with a big stick. Just then 
some of the enemy’s soldiers came to the cottage. When they saw the woman beating him they 
... that he was her husband. So they laughed and passed on.

When the poor woman learnt that it was the king whom she had beaten she was very much ... .
“Don’t be afraid my good woman,” said Alfred with a ... smile. “I’m quite ... with what 

you have done for me. I shall always ... the service you have done for me.”

3.  Fill in the missing word in the correct form: to beat or to strike.

1.  The boy ... a drum
2.  Now he ... the ball with the racket.
3.  The hammer fell and ... Jim on the foot.
4.  ... the ball with your left hand and then with your right.
5.  Can you imagine that teachers used to ... their pupils.
6.  Who ... the fi rst blow?
7.  He stood under the apple-tree wondering which one to choose when suddenly a big 

red apple ... on the head.
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UNIT 5 C

What will happen if...?
 We use if to show that one action depends on another action.

Ex: If it rains, we’ll stay at home.

We can join two simple sentences with if.

Then we have two clauses: the if- clause and the main clause.
Ex: I will tell you. I will see him-  I will tell you if I see him.

We use the Present Simple in the if- clause and the future with ‘ will’ in the main clause. 
We don’t use will in the if- clause.

If + present + Future with “will”
If you want     I will help you.

We can put the if- clause fi rst or second. If it comes fi rst, there is a comma (,) after it.

If you want, I will help you.
I will help you if you want.

We can also use “ can” “ may” , “ must” in place of “ will”

Ex: You can take my bicycle if you want.

1. Join the beginnings and the ends, putting in if

Beginnings Ends
1. You don’t understand the lesson
2. We’ll go to the cinema tomorrow
3. Tim will wear my coat
4. He wants to get to school in time 
5. I’ll show you have to dance
6. You are careful
7. You like

Mark will leave early 
We have enough time
I’ll help you write your homework
You go to the disco  with me
She feels cold
You can use my computer
I’ll go with you

2. Which is right?

1. If I leave/ I’ll leave soon I get in time.
2. If you listen/ you’ll listen, we’ll fi nd out what has happened.
3. If we’ll work harder/ we work hard we’ll learn more.
4. If we paint the walls, they look/ they will look nice.
5. If they like / they will like the car, we’ll buy it.
6. If  you are busy/ you will be busy now we can talk later.
7. I’ll give/ I give you my new address if you want.
8. If you are hungry, we have/ we’ll have lunch now.

3. Complete the sentences with the correct form of the verbs in brackets.

1. I ( be) pleased if I ( do)  well in my exams.
2. I ( buy) something to eat if I ( not have) breakfast at home.
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3. If you ( drink) this, you ( feel) better.
4. If we ( take) the bus, it ( to be) cheaper.
5. I ( throw) this toy away if you ( not want) it.

4. Complete the sentences. match the two parts and use the correct form of the verbs in brackets.

1.Martin ( to get) sick again
2.I ( to pass) the test  
3. Your teacher ( not get angry) with you
4. Ann ( be) sorry
5. You ( fi nd) your book
6. I ( to dry) the dishes
7. It ( be) nice

if Helen ( not come)
if you ( not be ready)
if I ( answer) all the questions
if you ( look) in the drawer
if Ann ( wash) them
if they ( buy) a new car
if he ( eat) all the fi sh

5. Look at these hopes for the future and make sentences using  If.... will:

Ex: If I don’t go out so much, I’ll do more work
   If I do more work, I’ll ...

 If... If...

 I don’t go out so much My friend doesn’t go out so much
 |  |
 do more work do more work
 | |
 do well in my exams  ............
 |  |
 go to University  ............
 |  |
 study medicine  ...........
 |
 become a doctor
 |
  help people to feel well
 |
 be happy
 |
  .............

6. Tell the class what will happen if you...

1. wake up late tomorrow morning?
2. forget to do your homework?
3. don’t remember your friend’s birthday?
4. don’t watch your favourite cartoon on TV?
5. don’t work much at school?
6. do well in your exams?
7. lose your keys?
8. play football in your room?
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UNIT 6 A

Speaking and writing

Focus on sports and games

People all over the world are fond of sports and games. To be healthy and to keep fi t one 
must go in for sports. Physical training and morning exercises together with different kinds 
of sports are regarded as a means of building up health. While speaking about the winter 
sports, one must have in mind all sports having to do with ice and snow. But some ice sports, 
such as hockey and fi gure skating, are considered to be summer sports too, because they are 
played even in summer on artifi cial ice-rinks. Ski jumping is a very exciting sport. Among 
the summer sports and games swimming, basketball, football, tennis, volleyball may be 
mentioned. Chess, draughts and cards are the most popular indoor game. 

Thinking it over
• Why do people go in for sports?
• Do you think physical training and morning exercises are really means of building 

up health? Why?

Words and word combinations you may need in this unit

   football basketball  volleyball  tennis badminton  golf  hockey gymnastics          
chess  drafts cards  skating   skiing ski jumping boxing horse-riding   cycling
 running  racing-driving  horse-riding  a professional an amateur training
a match  an opponent to keep fi t to go  in for sports to train  to practise        to ski
to skate     to kick  to throw to catch  to hit  to lose a match/a game to win

Make a list of the words and word combinations you do not know and learn them
golf     _________________  _________________
___________________  ___________________  ___________________
_________________  _________________  _________________

Talking it over
• Do you go in for sports? What sports do you go in for?
• Which are your favourite sports and games? Why?  
• Look at the pictures and match them to the words below.  

նկար նկար նկար

  a                                             b                                             c

football team ______           tennis players ______           basketball side ______ 
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• Work in pairs. Make a list of your classmate’s answers to the questions about:
1. which sports he/she likes to match on TV
2. if he/she ever reads the sports pages of the newspapers
3. if he/she likes football
4. if he/she prefers winter sports or summer sports
5. what he/she does to keep fi t

• Tell the others about your classmate’s answers. Compare the answers and collect 
the information on the chalkboard like this:

 Like football?  Sports    Keep fi t
 Yes/no   Summer/winter                 

Read the text. Remember what you can.

PRACTISING AND TRAINING
Whatever sport you play it is important that you prectise it regularly and often. If you are a 

footballer you can practise how to kick a ball against a goal painted on a wall. If you are a 
tennis player you can try to hit the ball a hundred times without stopping. Basketball players 
can throw the ball to each other and improve their catching.

Both professionals and amateurs have to train for hours and hours every day. A training 
programme includes many different types of physical exercises for different parts of body. 

Sometimes the exercises seem strange. For example a swimmer runs a lot to be fi t.
If you train hard and exercise correctly you will begin to improve. Then you will beat the 

opponents better. And you will win the match that you expected to lose.  

Check up

RIGHT or WRONG

1. You must practise the sport you play very often.
2. If you are a basketball player you can kick a ball against a goal painted on a wall.
3. If you are a tennis player you can hit the ball a hundred times without stopping.
4. Basketball players can improve their catching throwing the ball to each other.
5. A training programme includes few types of physical exercises.
6. A swimmer runs a lot to be fi t.
7. If you train hard you will beat your opponents better.
8. You will never win the match if you don’t exercise correctly.

• Take turns. You ask a question based on a sentence of the text. Your classmate 
answers and then asks another classmate a question based on a different sentence. 
The exercise continues until all of the sentences of the text are used. 
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• Look at the pictures and fi nd the verbs below to match them.

նկար նկար

  a                                                               b

նկար նկար

  c                                                                d 

kick ______      catch ______      hit ______      throw ______

• Look at the pictures and match them to the words below.

a                          b                              c                               d                             e

             f                           g                              h                               i

boxing _____   golf _____   ce-skating _____

horse-riding _____   running _____   gymnastics ______

cycling ______   racing driving _____  dancing _____
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• Remember that someone who runs is a runner. Do the same for the sports in the 
pictures above. Be careful: there are two that are different. 

Go on with talking it over

          Which sports do you think are:

• very exciting to watch
• very boring to watch
• very dangerous to play
• very fast to play
• very slow to play
• very interesting to watch
• very good for the people who want to stay fi t   

Follow up
• Write a short story: “My favourite sport”.
• Read it out and discuss it in class.
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UNIT 6 B

Focus on reading

Study the words
brave adj  –  having courage
  A person who is brave is never afraid of anything that is dangerous or hard  

 to do. The brave girl jumped into the water to save the drowning child.
bravery n  –  the ability to face danger
coward n  –  a person who is afraid of everything that is dangerous
  Ben is a coward. He is always afraid of everything.
to crawl v  –  to move very slowly
  Babies crawl by moving on their hands and knees.
to pursue v  –  to follow in order to catch up
  The police pursued the thief down the street.
pursuit n  –  The captain ordered to stop the pursuit and go back to the camp.

Pre-reading task
1.  What do you think is going to happen in the story?
2.  Do you think Jim was a brave border-guard or a coward?

 THE YOUNG BORDER-GUARD
After O.Henry

PART II
For two months the border was quiet. And then – bringing joy to the border-guards – there 

came news that Sebastiano, a famous gang leader, had crossed the Rio Grande together with 
his gang. For many days the border-guards tried to catch Sebastiano and his gang.

One evening, after a long ride they stopped for supper. Their horses were not far, with 
saddles on. The men were frying bacon and preparing coffee. Suddenly, out of the brush, 
Sebastiano and his gang attacked them fi ring from pistols. It was a great surprise. The border-
guards began fi ring from their rifl es. The gangsters stopped and rode away, shouting. The 
border-guards mounted the horses and began pursuing the gang but the horses were so tired 
that soon Lieutenant Manning ordered to stop the pursuit and go back to the camp.

Then it was discovered that Jimmy Hayes was missing. Some had seen him running for 
his horse when the attack began. Morning came, but Jimmy was steel missing. The border-
guards looked for him everywhere, because they thought that he had been killed or wounded, 
but without success. Then they followed Sebastiano’s gang, but could fi nd it neither.

And now the border-guards believed that Jimmy Hayes had turned coward. He had run 
away from his fi rst fi ght and would not come back. Never before in the history of the service 
had such a thing happened. It was the fi rst time there was a coward among the border-guards.

In a year, Lieutenant Manning, with almost the same company of men, was sent to the point 
where Sebastiano’s  attack had taken place. One afternoon, while they where riding through a 
wood, they came upon an open prairie. There they saw the scene of an unwritten tragedy. 

In the grass there lay the skeletons of three men. The largest of the skeletons had been 
Sebastiano’s. His great, expensive sombrero, heavy with gold ornamentation – a hat famous 
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along the Rio Grande – lay there pierced by three bullets. The rifl es of the men were all pointed 
in the same direction.

The border-guards rode in that direction for fi fty yards. There, with his rifl e still pointed 
upon the three, lay another skeleton. Who that men was nobody knew, because his dress was 
like that of any cowboy.

“Some cowboy,” said Manning, “that they caught out alone. Good boy! So that’s why we 
didn’t hear from Sebastiano any more!”

And then, from beneath the rags of the dead men, a frog crawled, and sat upon the shoulder 
of the skeleton. The border-guards looked at the frog, and round its neck they saw a faded silk 
ribbon. Muriel remained true to her dead master Jimmy Hayes.              

Talking about the story

Exercises

1. Answer the questions.

1.  For how long was the border quiet?
2.  What river did Sebastiano cross together with his gang?
3.  Who attacked the border-guards fi ring from pistols?
4.  What did the gangsters do when the border-guards opened fi re?
5.  Who was missing?
6.  Whom did the border-guards fi nd at the distance of 50 yards?

2.  Correct the wrong sentences.

1.  In two months the news came that Sebastiano died.
2.  The border-guards didn’t open fi re as they were afraid of the gangsters.
3.  After the battle Lieutenant Manning was missing.
4.  The border-guards didn’t look for Jim as they knew he had been killed.
5.  In the grass there lay the skeletons of ten people.

3.  Why?

Complete the sentences.
1.  Lieutenant Manning ordered to stop the pursuit and go back to the camp because ...
2.  The border-guards looked for Jim everywhere because ...
3.  The border-guards thought that Jim was a coward because ...
4.  There, with his rifl e still pointed on the three, lay another skeleton. Who that man was 

nobody knew, because ... 
5.  Everybody knew that Muriel had remained true to her dead master because ...

4.  What happened when ...?

1.  When the border-guards were preparing supper ...
2.  When the attack began ...
3.  In a year when Lieutenant Manning was sent to the place where Sebastiano’s attack 

had taken place ...
4.  When the border-guards rode in the direction of fi fty yards ...
5.  When they looked down they saw ...
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5.  Agree or disagree.

1.  The border-guards were frying bacon and preparing coffee.
2.  Suddenly, out of the brush, Sebastiano and his gang attacked them fi ring from pistols.
3.  The morning came and Jimmy was at last found.
4.  Then they followed Sebastiano’s gang and killed Sebastiano.
5.  The rifl es of the men were all pointed in different directions.

6. Talking points

1.  The border-guards changed their opinion about Jim when they saw how bravely he 
had fought with the enemy.

2.  The honour and pride of the unit at the border is the individual bravery of it’s 
members.

7. Which person

attacked the border-guards fi ring from pistols Jim
ordered to stop the pursuit Sebastiano with his gang
was missing after the battle Lieutenant Manning

Work on words

1.  What’s the word for ...?

Excuse me, what’s the word for…?   It’s …
Sorry, I can’t remember the word for…  I think it’s…

a group of people who break the law and do harm to the others to pursue
to begin to fi ght against to crawl
to follow in order to catch up gang
to get up on to attack
to move very slowly to mount

2. Fill in the missing words in the correct form.

always, to mount, coward, to follow, to pursue, 2x

HE WAS AFRAID!
A nervous man who lived in one of the suburbs of London was on his way home from the 

railway station. The road was dark and lonely. He was a ... by nature and was always afraid of 
everything. He heard footsteps behind him and had a feeling that somebody ... him. he 
quickened his steps and tried to fi nd another road to his house. The footsteps still ... him.

He jumped over a fence and found himself in somebody’s yard. All of a sudden he heard 
the dog’s bark and trying to ... over the other fence he fell down. Shaking with fear he arose 
and saw his pursuer.

“What do you w-w-want?” he asked.
Wh-wh-why are you ... me?
“I say,” asked the stranger, “do you ... go home like this? I’m going to Mr. Brown’s and 

the man at the station told me to follow you as you lived next door. Excuse my asking you,  
but is there much more to do before we get there?”
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UNIT 6 C

What will happen after, before, when until ...?

We use the Present Simple in the time clause and “will” in the main clause.

       When + Present                 -              Future with “will”
When they get a new fl at              they will move to the city centre.

We can put the time clause fi rst or second.
If it comes fi rst there is a comma (,) after
 Ex: When they get a new fl at, they will move to the city centre.
       They will move to the city centre when they get a new fl at.
       I’ll close the window before I go to bed.
       Before I go to bed, I’ll close the window.

1. Which is right?

1. I stay / I will stay here until you come / will come.
2. She will go to bed when she will fi nish/ fi nishes her work.
3. We must do something before it is / it will be late.
4. When I come / I will come, I bring/ will bring you my photographs.
5. I hope I will see some of my friends when I am/ I shall be in London.
6. When they have/ will have more time, they will visit us.
7. I think, Jane will feel/feels sad when I leave/ will  leave.
8. We’ll come and see you when we are/ will be in England again.

“If” and “ when”

If I see...= it is possible that I will see but I’m not sure
When I see...= I’ll see for sure

2. If or When?

1. ... it gets dark.   5.   .... the bus stops.
2. ... the fi lm fi nishes.   6.   .... the sun rises.
3. .... it doesn’t rain tomorrow.  7.   .... you can’t help me.
4. .... you wake up tomorrow.  8.   .... if the weather is good.

3. Put in if or when.

1. – you can’t do your homework, ask for help.
2. I’ll go to bed- this TV show ends.
3. – it doesn’t rain, we’ll walk to school.
4. Come on! – we hurry, we’ll catch the bus.
5. – I play tennis with martin, I always win.
6. I’ve lost my bag.
 – I fi nd it, I’ll let you know.
7.  – I don’t work much, I’ll fail my exam.
8.  – the weather is fi ne , we’ll go out at the weekend.
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4. Join the pair of sentences using the words in brackets.

Ex:  I’ll wait until you  get back.
1. The TV programme will end. I’ll do my homework ( after)
2. I’ll go to school. I’ll have a bath. ( before)
3. I’ll study English. I’ll speak it very well.( until)
4. She’ll be in Paris. She’ll visit her friends. ( when)
5. I won’t leave the house. The postman will come ( until)
6. Can you feed my dog? I’ll be out. ( when)
7. We can go. You’ll be ready. ( when)

5. Complete the sentences with the correct form of the verbs in brackets:

1. Before I ( go) to bed tonight, I ( watch) my favourite show on TV.
2. I ( buy) a new coat when I (go) shopping tomorrow.
3. If Tom ( be) busy tomorrow, we ( go) on a picnic without him.
4. When Jane ( go) to England next month, she ( stay) with her aunt and uncle.
5. After I ( fi nish) my homework this evening , I ( go) for a walk.
6. We ( stay) at home tomorrow if the weather ( be) nice.
7. Dad ( change) his clothes before he ( work) in the garden this afternoon.
8. If they ( have) enough money, they ( buy) a new car next year.

Prepositions of time: at, on, in.

We use in:

1) in + a part of the day: in the morning.
2) in + months, seasons, years: in July, in summer, in 2008.
 But: at night

We  use on: 

2) on + a day: on Monday, on Christmas Day
3) on + a day, + a part of the day: on Monday morning, on Tuesday evening
4) on + date: on 1st January, on 4th July

We use at:

1) at + a time of the day: at two o’clock, at lunchtime
2) at + weekends: at the weekend, at weekends
3) at + holiday periods: at Christmas, at Easter

We do not use on, in, at before next, last, this, every: next Monday, last Saturday, every 
Tuesday.

We meet on Saturday.
But: We meet every Saturday.
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6. Write the time expressions in the correct columns:

 at on in no preposition

Tuesday afternoon, 2 o’clock, the winter, 2010, next summer
Mother’s day, Christmas, Friday, September, last January
your birthday, 13th January, this afternoon, every Sunday,      
dinner time, the weekend

7. Look at Linda’s diary and complete the sentences:

Monday –
Tuesday – meet Ann, 1200 
Wednesday – cinema (evening)
Thursday – phone John (morning 1000)
Friday – English lesson (evening 700)
Saturday – party

Linda is going to the cinema ...
She is phoning John ...
She isn’t doing anything ...
She has got an English lesson ...
She is going to a party ....
She is meeting Ann ... .

8. Answer the questions. Write true sentences.

When is your birthday? - ....
What year were you born? - ...
What days do you study English? - ...
What days do you go to school? - ...
When is your friend’s birthday? - ...
What time do you get up?
When do you have your longest holidays?
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UNIT 7A

Speaking and writing

Focus on TV and radio

Today there is a TV set in every home. People watch TV every day and some people 
watch it from morning till night. TV brings news from around the world into people’s homes. 
It helps us relax after a long day. People learn about life in other countries. Children also 
learn many useful things from different programmes. 

Some people prefer to listen to the radio. They say that programmes on the radio are better.

Thinking it over
• Why do people watch TV?
• Why do people listen to the radio?
• How would people spend their free time, if there were no TV and radio?
  

Words and word combinations you may need in this unit

 entertainment opinion  invention  intellect  an event a source  issue
information opportunity discussion  education  crime violence  a fan
 a waste of time political  social necessary  to watch TV to listen to the radio
to enrich to prefer to do harm to waste  to oversleep to have fun 
  to be/get informed

Make a list of the words and word combinations you do not know and learn them
entertainment    _________________  _________________
___________________  ___________________  ___________________
_________________  _________________  _________________

Read the text. Remember what you can.

TV AND RADIO IN OUR LIFE
Radio and TV are really among the best inventions people have ever made. We get much 

information, enrich our intellect and have fun because of radio and TV. 
They help people to be informed on the topical issues of the day. Besides there are a lot of 

entertaining programmes on sports, art, music. They give an opportunity to listen to and to see 
famous people, sport matches, hot political discussions. 

Very often people say that radio and TV bring the world to our houses. There are a lot of 
interesting and very popular programmes, talk-shows different games in almost all countries. 
Most of them are of great value for education. 

Lots of people are fond of watching TV others prefer listening to the radio. In both cases 
you get much information about the latest news, most important political and social events.

But some people say that especially TV is doing much harm as it occupies a lot of free 
time. They think that watching TV is a waste of time. Of course, if you watch TV all day long 
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you will really waste your time and do nothing useful. But if radio and TV are only a source of 
news, entertainment and education together with reading books, visiting museums, going to 
the cinema or theatre, they become very useful and necessary for us. 

Check up

RIGHT or WRONG

1. Radio and TV are the best inventions people have ever made.
2. Radio and TV bring only fun and entertainment to us.
3. Radio and TV are of great value for education.
4. Radio and TV bring the world to our houses.
5. Very few people are fond of watching TV because they prefer listening to the radio.
6. Watching TV is a waste of time.
7. Radio and TV are of great importance for all those who wish to be informed on the 

topical issues of the day.

• Take turns. You ask a question based on a sentence of the text. Your classmate 
answers and then asks another classmate a question based on a different sentence. 
The exercise continues until all of the sentences of the text are used. 

Talking it over
• What are radio and TV in your life?
• Why do people spend much time watching TV?
• Which are your fafourite TV or radio programmes? Why?

• Opinions differ. Some people think that radio and TV are very useful. Others are 
sure that watching TV is a waste of time. 

a. Read out different opinions below and say whether you agree with them or no. 
b. Write G for good and B for bad. 
c. Then write Yes or NO next to each opinion. 
d. Compare with your classmates. 
e. Collect the information on the chalkboard like this:

G/Yes                                                B/No
___________________                    ____________________
___________________                    ____________________
___________________                    ____________________

• People don’t get any exercise. They just sit and watch TV.
• They bring news from around the world into people’s homes.
• People just want entertainment. They don’t want to think.
• There is a lot of crime and violence on TV. The programmes are terrible.
• Children learn many interesting things from educational programmes.
• TV helps me relax after a long day.
• Programmes on the radio are better. They make you think.
• People learn about life in other countries.
• People don’t read any more. It’s easier to watch TV.
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Read the text. Remember what you can.

STAYING UP LATE
Barbara wants to stay up late to watch a fi lm tonight, but she knows she can’t. If she stays up 

late to watch the fi lm, she won’t get to bed until after midnight. If she doesn’t get to bed until 
after midnight, she’ll be very tired in the morning. If she is very tired in the morning, she may 
oversleep. If she oversleeps, she will be late for school. If she is late for school, her teacher will 
get angry. So, Barbara wants to stay up late to watch a fi lm tonight, but she is not going to.

Ronald is a sports fan. He likes to watch football matches on TV. He wants to stay up late 
to watch a football match tonight and an interview with some of the players after the match. 
So, even though Ronald knows he won’t get to bed until after midnight, he will oversleep in 
the morning, he will be late for school and his teacher will get angry, he is going to stay up late 
to watch the match tonight.

Check up

RIGHT or WRONG

• Barbara is a sports fan.
• She wants to watch a football match tonight.
• She will get to bed after midnight.
• She will not oversleep and will not be late for school.
• She will stay up late and watch a fi lm.
• Ronald is very fond of horror fi lms.
• He wants to stay up late and watch a fi lm.
• He will be late for school and his teacher will get angry.
• He will not stay up late to watch a football match.
• Take turns. You ask a question based on a sentence of the text. Your classmate 

answers and then asks another classmate a question based on a different sentence. 
The exercise continues until all of the sentences of the text are used. 

• What about you?
a. What would you do if you were Barbara? 
b. What would you do if you were Ronald?
• Take turns asking these questions. 
1. Do you like to watch TV? Why yes/why no?
2. Do you listen to the radio a lot? Why yes/why no?
3. When do you usually watch TV?
4. How much time do you spend listening to the radio?
5. What TV programmes do you like to watch?
6. Which are your favourite radio programmes?
7. Do you prefer to watch TV or to listen to the radio? Why?
8. Do you prefer to watch TV programmes or video fi lms? Why?
• Play a game in groups. One group thinks of a TV/radio programme. The other group 

asks up to eight questions to fi n what programme it is. The answers are Yes or No.

Follow up
• Write a short story “Last night I stayed up late to watch …”
• Retell the story and discuss it in class.
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UNIT 7 C

Possessive Pronouns

There are two forms of the possessive pronouns:

my-mine
your-yours
her-hers
his-his
our-ours
your-yours
their-their

The fi rst form ( my, her, his, our, their) is often called possessive adjectives. The second- 
possessive pronouns.
A possessive adjective is used in front of a noun: my book, his car.
A possessive pronoun is used alone, without a noun after it:

Ex: This is my book. This book is mine. 
       This is his car. This car is his.

1. Complete the sentences. use the correct forms of the pronouns.

Ex: I own his book.
      This is my book.
      This book is mine.

1. She owns this pen
2. He owns that pencil.
3. We own those books
4. You own that car.
5. They own these houses.

2. Complete the table:

This belongs to me.    This is my coat.     This is mine.

This belongs to you.      This is .... computer.     This is ....
This belongs to ....         This is his car.               This is .....
This belongs to her.       This is .... cat.                This is .....
This belongs to ....         This is our house.          This is ....
This belongs to them.     This is .... dog.              This is ....

3. Which is right?

1. – Is this Alice’s book or your/ yours?
 – It is her/hers.
2. That’s my/mine coat, and the hat is my/mine too.
3. Chris and Ann never work in their/theirs garden.
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4. My/mine soon is bigger than her/hers.
5. They have got two children, but I don’t know their/theirs names.
6. This isn’t my/mine camera. My/mine is new.
7. Whose books are these? Your/yours or my/mine?
8. It’s their/theirs house, not our/ours.
9. Please, give this dictionary to Ann. It’s her/hers.
10. – Don’t forget your/yours hat here.
 – No, it’s not my/mine hat. My/mine is green.

4. Complete the sentences. Use the correct form of the words in brackets.

1. These books are (we). These books are ( they). – Books are on the table( we). – are on 
the disk( they).

2. This coat is ( Tom). That coat is ( Mary). – is brown ( he). – is blue ( she).
3. This notebook is ( I). That notebook is ( you).- has- name on it (I).
       – has - name on it ( you)
4. – house is in Oxford Street ( Jim)
 – is in Bond street ( we).
 – house has three rooms ( he)
 – has four rooms ( we).
5. This is – pen ( I). That one is ( you)
 – is in – pocket ( I). – is on – one desk ( you).

Prepositions of Place

opposite    between    among

5. Put in among, between or opposite:

1. She is standing .... a crowd of children.
2. We’ll come and see you some time ... Christmas and New Year.
3. Emma is sitting ... Jim and Ann.
4. I can’t see you ... so many people.
5. I saw a letter ... some old photographs.
6. – Can you tell me where the supermarket is?
 – It’s on the left. .... the bank and the post offi ce.
7.  The lift stopped ... two fl oors of the hotel.
8.  His house is in a very beautiful place ... the trees.

Prepositions of Time

during   for
 We use “during” + a noun
  Ex.: during the fi lm, during the break
 We use “for” + a period of time
  Ex.: for two hours, for three days
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6. Put in during or for:

1. You can have a sandwich ... the break.
2. I’ll come and see you ... a few minutes today.
3. They met ... the war.
4. He didn’t say a word ... a long time.
5. I woke up several times ... the night.
6. She studied in America ... two years.
7. We decided to stay in Rome ... a week.

I don’t usually watch TV ... the day, but I watch TV ... two hours in the evening.
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UNIT 8A

Speaking and writing

Focus on people

The world around has many different kinds of people. They may be men or women. 
They may be young or old. They may be interesting or boring, strange or unusual. Some of 
them are famous for what they do. Some are unknown to others. 

Thinking it over
• What makes a person interesting?
• When is a person thought to be unusual?
• When does a person become famous?

Words and word combinations you may need in this unit

an autograph  a race  a movie star famous well-known unknown boring 
strange  friendly  enthusiastic confi dent  kind  selfi sh shy childish  
 mature      immature      middle-aged       youthful      elderly reliable  honest 
  patient

Practise the dialogue in class. Remember what you can.            

A TV INTERVIEW WITH A STAR

A: John Sanders was the winner of the race today and he is here to talk to us. 
      John, why are you a winner?
B: Well, I practise often, eat good food and go to bed early every night.
A: I see. When do you practise?
B: Once early in the morning and once late in the afternoon.
A: So, you practise twice a day, every day?
B: Not every day. I sleep on Sunday.
A: And you say you eat good food? What do you mean?
B: I eat only fi sh, eggs, meat, fruit and vegetables.
A: Every day?
B: No, on Sunday I eat my favourite food.
A: And what do you have then?
B: I have three big plates of spaghetti, a bottle of mineral water and a 
      chocolate cake with ice-cream on the top!
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Check up

Answer the questions.

1. Who was the winner of the race?
2. Why was he a winner?
3. When does he practise?
4. Does he practise on Sunday?
5. What does he eat from Monday to Saturday?
6. What does he eat on Sunday?
7. What is his favourite food?

• Work in pairs. Choose a popular person (singer, sportsman, actor/actress…).
• Imagine you are interviewing this person. Use the dialogue as a model.

Talking it over
• Do you think your best friend is an interesting person? Why yes/why no?
• Tell your classmates about him/her.

• Choose the correct adjective to complete the sentences.

 friendly/unfriendly
The people I met there were very _________ - they talked to me in the street, bought me 

drinks and even invited me to have dinner together.
 enthusiastic/unenthusiastic
He is not interested in anything. He just wants to sit at home and watch TV. 
He is __________ about anything new I tell him about.
confi dent/unconfi dent
She is very shy and __________ - she doesn’t like meeting new people and she is very 

unsure of herself.
kind/unkind
My neighbour is very ________ . When I was ill she visited me every day, did my 

shopping, cooked my meals.
selfi sh/unselfi sh
They are such __________ people – they never think about themselves, they always think 

of other people fi rst.
reliable/unreliable
He is so _________ - he never arrives on time and he often forgets to do what you asked 

him to.
honest/dishonest
Don’t lend him any money – he is very _________ and you may never see it again.
patient/impatient
I’m sorry I’m late. Thank you, you are so __________ and don’t get angry with me.
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Read the text. Remember what you can.

BEAUTY QUEEN
Sharon Lilly is the beauty queen of her state. She has won over many other beautiful girls. 

She is very happy.
Sharon can become famous. She may become a movie star or a famous singer. She can 

have many chances to be well-known
Sharon will be state beauty queen for one year. She will travel a lot. She will visit many 

towns and cities. She will meet many people, and many people will ask for her autograph.  

Check up

RIGHT or WRONG

1. Sharon is beauty queen of the country.
2. She is glad to be beauty queen.
3. She is a famous movie star.
4. She may become a famous singer.
5. She will stay at home a lot.
6. Sharon will ask many people for autographs.
7. She will be beauty queen for two years.

• Take turns. You ask a question based on a sentence of the text. Your classmate 
answers and then asks another classmate a question based on a different sentence. 
The exercise continues until all of the sentences of the text are used. 

• The adjectives below are similar in meaning, but one is more positive and the 
other is more negative. Complete the sentences using the correct adjective.

childlike/childish
1. He is quite an old man, but he still has a _________ enthusiasm for new ideas and 

inventions.
2. He is quite an old man, but he behaves in a very __________ way – he always expects 

other people to do what he wants and is angry when they don’t.

mature/middle-aged
1. He doesn’t feel young any more, he feels ___________ .
2. We are looking for a ___________ woman to manage the offi ce.

youthful/immature
1. Because he was so young, they said he he was too __________ to take diffi cult 

decisions.
2. She was nearly 70, but she still looked ___________ and healthy.

elderly/old
1. The _________ people who come here have some interesting stories to tell.
2. You’ll be sorry you smoke so much when you are __________ .
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Read the text. Remember what you can.

THE MILLIONAIRE AT THE HOTEL
This is a story about a well-known millionaire who did not like to spend even small sums 

of money.
One day he went to stay at a hotel in New York. He asked for the cheapest room they had. 

He said, “What is the price of the room?”
The manager told him.
“And which fl oor is it on?” he asked the manager again.
The manager told him.
“Is that the cheapest room you have? I am staying here by myself and only need a small 

room.”
The manager told him that that was the smallest room they had and added: “But why do 

you take the cheapest room like that? When your son stays here he always has the most 
expensive room.”

“Yes,” answered the millionaire, “but his father is a wealthy man and mine is not.”

Check up

RIGHT or WRONG

1. This is a story about a well-known millionaire who liked to spend much money 
everywhere he stayed.

2. Once in New York he asked for the most expensive room in the hotel. 
3. He asked about the price of the room.
4. He asked the manager if it was the most expensive room in the hotel.
5. The manager told him that his son always took the most expensive room in their 

hotel.
6. The millionaire was a son of a poor man.

• Take turns. You ask a question based on a sentence of the text. Your classmate 
answers and then asks another classmate a question based on a different sentence. 
The exercise continues until all of the sentences of the text are used. 

• Play a game in groups. One group thinks of a famous person. The other group 
asks up to eight questions to fi nd out who this person is. When you fi nd out who 
this person is, ask the group to tell you about him or her The answers are Yes or 
No. The questions must be like these: 

1. Is it a man? Is it a woman? Is he/she young?
2. Does he/she live in the USA (UK) …?
3. Is he/she a singer (sportsman, actor)? 

Follow up
• Write a short story “The most interesting person I know”.
• Retell the story and discuss it in class. 
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